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‘He was a Renaissance man’
English professor Dr. Rodney
Delasanta succumbs to cancer after
46 years at Providence College.

Editor-in-Chief Emeritus

This is the third article in a four-part series
about diversity at Providence College.
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by

Lisa Hofer ’09
News Staff

n Wednesday, April 11, the
Providence College com
munity was saddened to
learn of the passing of Dr.
Rodney Delasanta, professor
who taught at PC for 46 years.
A nationally acclaimed Chaucer
scholar who published more than 40
scholarly articles and authored The Epic

O

in 1961. He would eventually chair the
department of English and the honors
program, and serve as assistant director
of the study abroad program. In addi
tion, he held visiting professorships at
Brown University and the University of
Fribourg, Switzerland.
During his tenure at Providence
College, Delasanta was the recipient of
the President’s Distinguished Faculty
Award and the Sears Roebuck Award for
Excellence in Teaching. He also chaired
the Rhodes Scholarship Nominating
Committee for Rhode Island.
“So historically, you have someone
who really made the modern college
what it is, established a kind of model
for everyone in the humanities, especial
ly, of what constituted the scholar
teacher at this college,” said Graver.
As head of the honors program,
Delasanta played a large role in recruit
ing top students to Providence College.
As the son of an immigrant weaver from
Woonsocket, R.I., he maintained the
first-generation connection with stu
dents and drew in legacy students.
“His ability to recruit students as a
faculty member was unmatched and will
be extremely hard to replace,” said Dr.
DELASANTA/Page 7

Voice, Delasanta will be remembered as
an outstanding scholar who cared deeply
for his students and made a lasting influ
ence on the college.
“He was a Renaissance man. That
says it all,” said Dr. Donna McCaffrey,
assistant
professor
of
history.
“Everything he did, he did well.”
To many faculty members, Delasanta
was the embodiment of what the College
should be.
“He represented everything I admire
about Providence College: intellectual
pursuits blended with humanity and
spirituality,” said Dr. Joseph Carroll,
adjunct assistant professor of English.
“His brilliant mind was surpassed only
by his genuine warmth, humor, compas
sion, and deep faith.”
As a member of one of the first grad
uating classes of the Liberal Arts
Honors Program in 1953, Delasanta was
part of a group that was “in some ways
groomed to be the first lay faculty of the
College,” said Dr. Bruce Graver, chair
the department of English.
ofof
English,
Earning his master’s degree in 1955
and his doctorate in 1962 from Brown
University, Delasanta joined the PC fac
ulty as an assistant professor of English

Manchester receives fifth annual
Accinno Faculty Teaching Award
by

Melissa Silvanic ’08
News Staff

Dr. Margaret M. Manchester, assistant
professor of history and director of the
American Studies program, was recently
presented with the prestigious Joseph R.
Accino Faculty Teaching
FACULTY Award for the 2006-07 aca
demic year.
“I’m really honored and
gratified,” said Manchester. “You work
hard and try your best, but there’s something
really special about it being recognized.”
Manchester was nominated for the
award by her own students and 66 other
faculty members, 127 nominations in total.
Teaching philosophies, syllabi, student
evaluations, and portfolios were sent to a
10-person assessment committee, and
three finalists were selected. Committee
members then joined Manchester and the
other finalists in their classrooms to
observe, a process Manchester called
“extremely nerve-wracking.” According to
Manchester, her students responded well
to this unfamiliar presence.
“I want to thank my students for being
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Filled with fear, they live a life of silence.
Many gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and
transgendered students keep their sexual
orientations hidden, paralyzed by the
uncertainty of what might
DIVERSITY happen should they reveal
their sexual orientations.
Difficult as it may be to
come out, however, many in the gay com
munity at Providence College say it is bet
ter to voice the truth than lie in silence.
“The longer I kept it in the worse I felt
for lying to myself and family and
friends,” said Mike Pennuto ’07, who
recently revealed he was gay. “I’m done
hiding, and I’m not ashamed of who I am.”
Upon telling his family he was gay dur
ing winter break, Pennuto received mixed
responses: Though his mother supported
him, his father refused to talk to him for
three months, and his brother only talked
to him sparingly.
“Over Easter break I went home and
things were somewhat back to normal, but
I know it won’t be a complete transition
back to the way things were for a while,”
Pennuto said.
To show support for those who are still
struggling with their sexual orientations,
Pennuto participated in the recent Day of
Silence—the country’s largest student-led
protest in which students pledge to not talk
all day in recognition of the silence gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered youth
face daily. More than 100 students signed
up for the Wednesday, April 18, event,
which was sponsored by Stopping
Homophobia, Eliminating Prejudice, and
Restoring Dignity (SHEPARD).
The protest ended with a Breaking the
Silence event on Wednesday evening,
which included a march through campus
and a discussion of the day.
For Pennuto, the event was reaffirming
but a painful reminder of how difficult it
can be to live as a gay man at PC.
“I really think that a lot of people on this
campus don’t recognize what the day is for
and brush it off and think nothing of it,
which obviously makes the day seem
pointless,” Pennuto said, adding his belief
that some PC students are “clueless and
ignorant about anything that has to do with
diversity or stopping prejudice and
racism.”
In contrast, Michael McClellan ’07,
who told others he was gay during his sen
ior year of high school, said that he has
found many in the PC community to be
accepting of his sexuality. He knows of oth
ers, however, who have not been so lucky.
“There are certainly many questions that
are asked, which I think is really good
because it allows me the opportunity to
educate, but there are a lot of false ideas
about being gay, such as that I will hit on
every guy I meet or that I just didn’t find

Several bands perform at WDOM
Concert, raising money and
awareness for crisis in Sudan

Is the College going
deep enough when
considering diversity?

so well prepared, actively involved, and
able to make judgments using different
sources,” she said.
Manchester teaches a variety of classes
each semester, such as history of the mod
em Middle East, American diplomatic his
tory, a two-semester women in the modem
American experience course, and several
American Studies seminars.
Paul Coyne ’08 is currently taking Dr.
Manchester’s seminar on the history and
culture of the Cold War.
“I enjoy how the classroom is discus
sion based and everybody is treated as an
equal,” said Coyne. “She makes me feel
like my opinion is valued, and I want to do
well in her class because I respect her so
much as a person.”
For Manchester, “the opportunities to
be creative and the act of creating a new
course because each semester is a differ
ent,” are the highlights of teaching at PC.
She said she uses novels, posters, histori
cal documents, films, fiction, and non-fic
tion to fill her students with a wider spec
trum of knowledge and understanding.
Manchester’s unique life experiences
have given her a deep understanding of
history and world politics. Born in
Hungary during the years of deep

European conflict, her family was forced
to flee the country.
“Coming from the background experi
ence as an immigrant makes my interest in
democracy, human rights, and freedom
even stronger,” said Manchester.
According to her students, Manchester’s
personal experiences add to the class
atmosphere and make for a more engaging
discussion.
“I thought Dr. Manchester was a great
teacher because she used a variety of
sources and teaching techniques in our
class,” said Samantha Harvey ’07, who
took Dr. Manchester’s women in the mod
em American experience course. “She
included primary sources such as photo
graphs, political cartoons, artwork, music,
journals, and other documents, encourag
ing us to examine and interpret them on
our own. Dr. Manchester’s women’s histo
ry class instilled a deeper appreciation for
my own role in society as a modem
woman.”
Along with her busy life at PC, Dr.
Manchester also manages to find time to
work on outside projects. She said she is
currently working on a case from early
MANCHESTER/Page 2
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Art show highlights women’s accomplishments
by

Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff

While passing through lower Slavin
Center last week, students may have
noticed a wide array of artwork—ranging
from sculptures to paintings—adorning the
walls and tables. The vari
STUDENT ous pieces made up the
LIFE Women’s Art Show, organ
ized by Women Will and
the Art Club at Providence College.
“The purpose of the event was to high
light the artistic achievements of women
on campus,” said Victoria Picinich ’07,
secretary of Women Will. “I want women
who submitted art to feel proud about their
accomplishments, and I also want the PC
community to see that there are some
amazingly talented women on campus.”
Added Frances Ford ’07, president of

Women Will: “We thought it would be
important to give women on this campus,
whether or not they are in an art class, an
opportunity to have their artwork shown. I
feel there are many talented women artists
on this campus, both student and faculty
who want a forum to show their art.”
Picinich and Ford, along with Laurie
Haverinen ’07, president of the Art Club,
organized the event. According to Ford,
the three worked together to make and pass
out the flyers, store the art, and set up the
art show. Picinich also said the show was
advertised via e-mail and ANGEL.
Both Picinich and Ford agreed that that
the art show was a success due to the large
number of people who were exposed to the
art, which was set up in the heavily-traf
ficked area of the lower Slavin Center.
“We had four tables full of work set up
in the basement of Slavin right outside

McPhail’s for two days,” Picinich said. “I
sat there for about three hours one day, and
a lot of people stopped by and looked at
the art. They were all impressed with the
quality of the artwork.”
“We had the show in Slavin so as many
people as possible could see the art,”
Ford said.
Kelsey White ’10 missed the art show
but admitted that it was something she
would have been interested in.
“I do think it’s important for women to
get their accomplishments out in their
community,” White said.
White said that she came to Providence
College from a small all-female school in
East Providence where she and her class
mates were encouraged to display their
work where others could see it.
“I’m really into photography, and my
photography teacher [in high school]

always encouraged me to put my photos in
contests around Rhode Island and let them
be seen somewhere besides the class
room,” White said. “If women are creating
art or anything that they enjoy, they owe it
to themselves to have it recognized.”
The organizers have high hopes for the
next year.
“I hope this art show continues every
year,” Ford said. “I hope next year even
more women enter their art.”

US.DAYLIGHTCOMPANY.COM

Manchester: Life experiences benefit students
continued from front page

CAMPUS

Rhode Island history involving domestic
violence and is part of a three person inde
pendent study looking at the neutralist
leaders who challenged the Cold War.
Manchester, who has been teaching
at PC since 1993, received a master’s
degree in history from Providence College,
a PhD in American diplomatic history
from Clark University.
According to the Providence College
Web site, the award
. . recognizes a
tenured faculty member who exhibits
excellence in teaching, a passion and

The Cowl is committed to
accuracy and carefully checks
every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts
are presented clearly and
truthfully. Ifyou find an error
in any article, please e-mail the
editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be
printed as necessary on page 2.

enthusiasm for learning, and genuine con
cern for students’ academic and personal
growth.” John J. Accino, C.P.A. ’46
endowed the award in honor of his late
brother, Joseph, and has supported the
honor since 2002.

Left: Dr. Margaret
Manchester was
recently awarded
the Joseph R.
Accino Faculty
Award after being
nominated by
faculty and her
students.

CALENDAR
20 Friday

21 Saturday

4:00 p.m. Glow
Party, Slavin Center
Alumni ’64 Hall

10:00 a.m. Amigos
Unidos Latino expo,
Slavin Center ’64
Hall

4:00 p.m.
International Food
Festival, Slavin
Lawn

2:00 p.m.
Stuartstock, Slavin
Lawn

7:00 p.m. Concert:
Small Ensemble,
Smith Center Ryan
Concert Hall

7:00 p.m. Jazz
Concert, Smith
Center Ryan
Concert Hall

Accuracy Watch

MATT LONGOBARDI ’10/The Cowl

April 20 to 26

22 Sunday
2:00 p.m. Women’s
Chorus and
Orchestra concert,
Smith Center Ryan
Concert Hall
7:00 p.m.
Comedian Steve
Byrne, McPhail’s
10:30 p.m. Project
S.A.V.E. Mass and
Midnight Mile

THOMAS J. FAY, ESQ.
One Turks Head Place, Suite 1300
Providence, RI 02903
Tel. (401) 277-1300 Fax (401) 277-1119.
tjf@bowermantaylor.com
Automobile Accidents • Personal Injury
Uninsured Motorist • Wrongful Death
Premises Liability • Dog Bites
Business Litigation • Expungement

Night and Weekend appointments available
FREE CONSULTATION FOR P.C.
STUDENTS
Rhode Island does not have a procedure for
certifying attorneys in areas of specialization.

23 Monday

24 Tuesday

7:00 p.m. CTE
Lecture: Dr. Ian
Tattersail, Feinstein
400
8:00 p.m. Project
S.A.V.E.—Yellow
Dress production,
Slavin Center ’64
Hall

8:30 a.m. Blood
drive, Feintein 400
12 noon Class of
2009 JRW Ring
Premiere, Slavin
Center ’64 Hall
6:00 p.m. Student
Film Festival, Moore
Hall I

25 Wednesday

26 Thursday

11:00 a.m. Class of
2009 ring sales,
Slavin Center ground
level

6:00 p.m. Summer
Steps to Advance
your Career Plans,
Slavin Center 111

7:00 p.m. Campus
Clash: Miss PC
Pageant, Slavin
Center ’64 Hall

7:00 p.m.
Relaxation Cafe,
Slavin Center Soft
Lounge
8:00 p.m. Take
Back the Night,
Feintein Courtyard

McPhail’s Line-Up
Thurs, 4/12 Classic Trax LIVE! 10pm.
Full bar w/ ID at 8pm.
Fri, 4/13 Revival LIVE! 10pm.
Full bar w/ ID at 4:30pm.
Sat, 4/14 Benefit Concert for Darfur!
8:30pm.
Four LIVE bands: Joe McCormack,
Commissariat, Capitol Hill, and The
Biltmores.
Full bar w/ ID at 8pm.
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Beyond the classroom
Dr. Hirsch uses

guest speakers

TO BROADEN STUDENT PERSPECTIVES
Pinches said he is thinking of creating a
photo essay on being homeless for his
News Staff
project. He said the theme for the photo
essay will be questions homeless people
Learning in the classroom is not all have to ask themselves, such as where they
about papers, quizzes, and tests. Dr. Eric will find shelter, food, or a place to wash.
Hirsch, professor of sociology and chair of He said a possible photo is one of a public
the department, has proved as much this restroom where the homeless must some
semester in his
Urban times go to clean up.
“It is hard to realize what some of the
CLASSROOM Sociology class.
“I think it is really answers are,” said Pinches.
Conor McManus ’07 is using the skills
important to get out into
he
learned as an accounting major to help
the community in order to learn what you
really need to learn,” said Hirsch, who also with his project.
“I think it is good to get students to
serves as the government relations chair of
experience
the real world instead of acade
the Rhode Island Coalition for the
mia,” McManus said.
Homelessness.
McManus said he prepares tax returns
TODD PAGE ’08/The Cowl
The 65 students who are in Hirsch’s two
urban sociology classes are required to as part of a service provided by Project From left: Jim Ritch ’08, Father Austriaco, Eric Feeley ’09, Josh Malouin ’09, and
either volunteer in the community or do Hope of the Diocese of Providence, for Michael Loudin ’08 are in the process of brewing beer, an experiment designed to
a special project related to the main topic those who cannot afford to pay someone adhance their study of yeast.
addressed in the class: homelessness, else to do their taxes.
“It is interesting that people who are less
crime, and poverty. The project can be
fortunate
can really use the help of prepar
done many different ways. Students have
not only done service, but have turned in ing tax returns,” said McManus. “You
sculptures, films, poems, paintings, and really got to interact with a lot of people.
songs of what they have experienced by Those people are nervous coming to you,
so it can help your people skills.”
spending time in impoverished areas.
“Those experiences will stay with them
will be doing smaller-scale simulations for
by Devin Murphy ’10
“Dr. Hirsch encourages us to do alterna
more
than
something
they
might
read
in
a
the process in order to study it more thor
tive projects,” said Jordan Pinches ’07, a
News Staff
book,” said Hirsch. “Their own personal
oughly.
student in Hirsch’s class class.
Considering
Providence
College
’
s
experiences
are
more
important
in
terms
of
The students in the class are excited
Besides the use of the projects, Hirsch
recent alcohol abuse report, something about the lab.
teaches his students about poverty, home their learning.”
Ray Cross ’08 and Kyle Harrison ’08 strange is happening in Hickey Hall 249:
“We’re having a lot of fun brewing the
lessness, crime, and race relations through
Rev.
Nicanor
Austriaco,
O.P.,
assistant
pro

will
be
producing
a
film
together
portray

beer,
but we’re learning a lot about molec
guest speakers, such as Heidi Collins, the
fessor of biology, and his ular biology too,” said Loudin.
director of public education at the Poverty ing what they and others have experienced
students are brewing beer.
“It’s fun so far,” said Eric Feeley ’09.
Institute at Rhode Island College and a for as minorities on campus. They said they
CLASSROOM
The
12
students
are
want
to
show
the
racial
issues
on
campus
“
I
’
m
interested to see what the final prod
mer welfare recipient.
making the alcoholic bev uct will be.”
Hirsch brought in David St. Germaine, a that fly under the radar by reenacting the
erages
Some
students
homeless man who just weeks ago situations.
in
the
laboratory
for
knew
before
they
“
It
is
something
I
have
had
to
deal
with
obtained permanent supportive housing.
registered for the
their biology class.
St. Germaine also shared his experiences for a while,” said Harrison.
class that they would
“1 think it is a contribution because it There are three different
with being homeless and how he came to
I’m having fun, not only because be brewing beer.
helps
others
to
understand,
”
said
Cross.
types
of
brewing
strains
be homeless.
Miner said he believes his project will of beer: champagne, of the beer, but becasue it’s a 400 “The biology depart
“He had a pretty incredible story,” said
ment is a close-knit
be
on the faith that those in poverty have. lager, and pale ale. They
Andrew Miner ’09. “Just hearing him
level class ... It’s more real work department. I knew
speak about homelessness, it was quite a , “I am really just trying to get students out have chosen to brew a
and less busy work.
many of my students
pale ale to study the
bit different than hearing it from Dr. Hirsch.” of the classroom,” said Hirsch.
already,” said Father
biological
processes
of
“
[The
project]
helps
to
reinforce
all
the
“It puts a face on it. People have a pic
Austriaco.
ture of the stereotypical homeless person, material we read for class,” said Miner. “It yeast.
“I’m having fun,
“We’re brewing a
but there is no stereotypical homeless per is definitely useful because Providence
not
only because of
pale
ale,
”
said
Michael
College
is
such
an
isolated
community.
”
Michael Loudin ’08
son,” said Hirsch.
the beer, but because
Hirsch said the problems in urban areas Loudin ’08, “because
For Pinches, the class in which St.
it’s a 400 level
Germaine spoke was not his last encounter calls for the various works that the students it’s the easiest to brew.”
class,” Loudin said.
The
class
began
the
are
doing
in
order
to
learn.
with St. Germaine. Pinches called St.
“It’s more real work
“This is what they tend to remember i lab on April 12, using
Germaine after hit talk to see if he would
and less busy work.”
home
brewing
kits
pur

about
the
course;
the
work
that
they
do,
the
speak at another event when St. Germaine
Father Austriaco is currently trying to
chased
from
a
store
on
Smith
Street.
The
speakers
from
outside
the
classroom,
”
said
then asked Pinches to help move furniture
bring a hands-on component into the biology
kit provides all the materials needed.
from a closed homeless shelter, Welcome Hirsch.
lecture classes so lower level students can
Father
Austriaco
received
permission
Arnold, to his apartment.
have experiences similar to that of upper level
from
the
General
Council
of
the
College
to
“Learning outside the classroom is
conduct the lab with his biology students. classes.
essential to the class,” said Pinches.
The entire brewing process is expected to
The Council concluded that, for education
“Seeing and experiencing someone’s life is
take about four weeks. While they are wait
al
purposes,
the
lab
would
be
allowed.
so much more motivating.”
ing for the beer to
Students under 21, how
brew
they
are
ever, cannot drink the
attempting to create
beer after it has been
a suitable name for
brewed.
Father
The students are part of the it. Such names as
What does the Providence College Dance Company have in common
Austriaco is saving beer
for his students who are ‘Dead Yeast Society,’ and they “Ale-bertus
with fairy tale characters?
Magnus” are being
under
21.
study how yeast dies. . .
You can see both the weekend of 27-29 April in the Smith Center!
considered.
The
“On their 21st birth
first step of the lab
day they can come back
Spring Dance Concert
Tales From Atop the
was to boil wert
and get their bottle,”
which then was
said Father Austriaco.
Beanstalk
Writen&directedbyCarolynElms'07
cooled. Currently,
The students are also
A Showcase of Student Choreography
the
beer is ferment
learning
about
the
Rev.
Nicanor
Austriaco,
O.P.
Angell
Blackfriars
Theatre
John Bowab Studio Theatre
ing in a white five
effects of fermenting
Apri
l
28
&
29
April 27-29
gallon bucket. It is
yeast. In preparation for
Saturday at 8pm
Friday & Saturday at 8pm Saturday & Sunday at 2pm $5 General Admission
illegal to brew beer
the lab they have been
Sunday at 2pm
in a quantity larger
studying microorgan
isms such as yeast and other bacteria for than 10 gallons with out a permit.
$5 Reserved Seating
However, home brewing is legal.
weeks.
“The students are part of the ‘Dead
The beer takes about a week to ferment.
The Box Office is now open
Yeast Society,’ and they study how yeast Once it has fermented, the class will bottle
the beer. It then needs to be aged for three
dies,” said Father Austriaco.
Monday-Friday
The class has been reading about yeast weeks. During the aging process the beer
and all of its life processes and uses. Yeast will become carbonated. After the process
1:50-5pm
is the only single celled organism to pro is completed the class will have brewed
Call for Tickets (401) 865-2218
duce ethanol in this way, which makes it about 24 bottles of beer.
important to study. In the classroom they
Presented by the Department of Theatre, Dance, and Film
by

Chris Donnelly ’08

Father Austriaco, students study
yeast by brewing beer in lab
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Classes of 2008, 2009 seek unity, legislation
by

Beth Lenehan ’08
News Editor

Though the Executive Officers of
Congress have already been elected for the
2007-08 academic year, individual classes
must still elect their class officers. Both
the classes of 2008 and
2009 have several candi
ELECTIONS dates running for seats
unopposed, but still have
decisions to make as who will be their
voice to the administration for the upcom
ing year.

Class of2008
The students serving as class representa
tives are already in place, as only five stu
dents ran for the allotted five spots.
Serving as representatives next year are
Steven Kenney; Kevin Johnson; Ricky
LaBontee; Mandee Adams; and Kate Lyons.
Additionally, Litsa Georgakilas will be secre
tary. Students will, however, have to vote on
president, vice president, and treasurer.
Running for president are Ryan
Donnelly and Nicole Picard. For Donnelly,
seeking class unity and passing legislation
are priorities.
“It’s our last year and I want us to pull
together,” said Donnelly.
Donnelly said, if elected, he would
focus on events, such as senior nights. He
said the president’s role does not just entail
event planning, but also passing legisla
tion.
“When we graduate, we want something
that leaves a lasting mark on PC,” said
Donnelly.
Nicole Picard, who has served as vice
president for three years, said she believes
there needs to be a continuity between jun
ior and senior year. She is hoping to plan
a core group of seniors to plan events
while the officers focus on legislation.
Picard said she is hoping to see the
process of legislation be “tightened up”
and stressed the importance of the
senior gift.
“The senior gift needs to be carried on
and kept up,” Picard said.

Picard also emphasized that she is proud
of all Congress has accomplished.
“I am proud of what Congress has done
this year, such as looking at new clubs
more closely. I would like to see that trend
continue,” Picard said.
Sarah Highland and Courtney Fischer
are both running for vice president.
“The job of vice president is administra
tive and as a liaison,” said Highland.
Highland said the vice president needs
to be able to work with the administration
and deal with the issues of the class, such
as the senior gift, fundraising, and various
academic concerns. A class representative
for two years, Highland said the vice pres
ident must have experience that can be
used effectively for the class.
Like Donnelly, Fischer said she wants to
concentrate on class unity, especially
though class events.
“Over the past three years, I’ve listened
to the opinion of my peers and become
interested in representing them,” said
Fischer. “I feel like I can offer a fresh per
spective and give members of the class a
voice in Congress. If elected, I would
focus on unifying the class and encourag
ing participation in senior events.”
Saba Nessralla and Dave Socha are
vying for the position of treasurer.
Nessralla, a finance major, said he believes
his major would help him effectively man
age the class funds for senior year.
“Fundraising will be an important part
and I am definitely open to ideas and new
ways to fundraise,” said Nessralla.
Dave Socha has served as a representa
tive for two years and said he believes his
business studies minor makes him “cer
tainly equipped” for the job.
Socha emphasized the importance of
Commencement, 108 and 208 Nights,
and allocations.
“Because people are heavily involved, it
helps to have someone looking out for
allocations,” said Socha, adding that he
wants to make sure students are happy and
feel assured that the “money went to the
right spot.”
Socha said he wants to best maximize

Thinking of a Teaching Career?
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
A 12-month graduate program for aspiring teachers
that blends theory and practice and features:

MARY PELLETIER ’09/The Cowl

From top: Ryan Donnelly ’08, Nicole Picard ’08, Courtney Fischer ’08, Sarah
Highland ’08, Saba Nessralla ’08, Dave Socha ’08, Jesse De Patsy ’09, Shannon
Case ’09, Will Bromstedt ’09, Brendan Ward ’09, and Billy Byrne ’09.

and effectively use the allocated money.

Class of2009
The Class of 2009 already has their
president, vice president, and secretary in
place. Jesse De Patsy will be president,
having filled this role for both his fresh
men and sophomore years. De Patsy said
he wants to continue on the solid founda
tion he helped create for the past two years.
“I continue to open myself so students can
utilize me as their voice,” said De Patsy.
Serving as vice president will be
Shannon Case, who was on Congress for
the past year. Case said she thinks that
too often events are the focus and seeks
to make changes.
“Congress is the most effective organ
ization to make change,” said Case,
adding that through legislation, change
can be accomplished.
The position of treasurer is up for grabs
and Brendan Ward and Billy Byrne are
vying for the spot. Ward, a class represen
tative for the past two years, said he has
been exposed to the role of treasurer. Ward
said he is a good candidate because he has

been able to see what the job entails.
“I know the position holds many
responsibilities, and I am ready for the
challenge,” said Ward.
Byrne, who is finishing his first year as
a class representative, said he feels the role
of treasurer is as “a go-to-guy,” and can
apply his experience to the role of treasur
er.
Since becoming a member of
Congress, Byrne said he has helped pro
pose three pieces of legislation, including
the extension of library hours and student
involvement with judicial affairs.
“Congress is the best catalyst for student
voices,” said Byme.
Serving as secretary for the sophomore
class will be Will Bromstedt.
Eleven students are running for the five
representative positions: Kieran Murray;
Andy MacMannis; Kristina Everett;
Mollie Quinn; Chris Traester; Alyssa
Runowicz; Lizzie Reilly; Jason Upham;
Dan O’Reilly; Kaitlyn Witte; and
Danielle Schaetzle.
Students can vote on ANGEL on
Tuesday, April 24, and Wednesday, April 26.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!
• Endorsement for teacher licensure in
elementary or secondary education

w

• Field experiences in Boston public school
classrooms
• Supervised student teaching placements
• Instruction from Northeastern faculty and
master public school teachers

For more information, visit
www.education.neu.edu
or cal toll free 877.WtU.SPCS
(877.66fT.7727).

Northeastern
University

OFFICE OF ADMISSION
STUDENT SUMMER WORKERS

The Office of Admission is seeking out current PC students who are
interested in working in the office during the summer months.
Responsibilities include giving campus tours, spea king to prospective
student audiences, and assisting the Office of Admission staff with
various projects. (This is a full time position)

Applications will be available starting Monday, March 26,2007 in
Harkins Hall 222.
Please contact Jen Hastings, Associate Dean of Admission with any
questions at x2680 or jhasting@providence.edu
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Class of 2010 candidates encourage involvement
said, mentioning a clean-up that will be
taking place on Chad Brown Street this
Saturday. All students from the Class of
News Editor Emeritus
2010 are invited.
“If we generated a better feeling with
he Class of 2010 has spent a
year getting adjusted to cam the community, it would really help PC
pus, learning the ropes, and and alleviate some tensions,” she said.
Deanna Lefrancois is the other secretary
fundraising for the future.
hopeful. The political science major noted
Now, 28 candidates are hoping to represent
the recent tragedy at Virginia Tech and
the class in some position.
addressed college security.
“After what’s happened in Virginia,
President
Although Jaimie Scambio, the current there are changes being made,” she said.
Class of 2010 president, is running uncon “I want to be a part of that.”
In addition, Lefrancois said that in
tested for reelection, she claimed she is her
College-wide discussions such as the core
own biggest competition.
“I’ll push myself the hardest” regardless curriculum review and alcohol awareness
of whether other candidates were running efforts, she wants students to speak up.
“1 want to get people’s opinions ... get
against her, she said. Having become
comfortable with Student Congress proce them involved more,” she said, adding that
dures, Scambio said she is ready to keep she would like to be a resource for educat
lead her class through the funding and ing students about how to transform the
planning for the Sophomore Ball and campus.
“Sometimes they don’t know how to
Junior Ring Weekend.
“I hope to continue to set that founda change or what to change,” she said.
tion financially,” she said. In addition,
Scambio said she is looking for more leg Treasurer
Four candidates are campaigning for
islative changes to effect change on a larg
treasurer.
Jeffrey
er level. She pointed to
Norte said he has
“matters regarding a stu
enjoyed Congress
dent union” and the
events in the past
“equalization of pariAfter what’s happened in
and wants to be the
etals” as two issues of
Virginia, there are changes
one helping with the
concern.
being made. I want to be part planning.
“I’ve had a great
Vice President
of that change.
experience here so
Also running for
far, mostly through
reelection is Class of
2010 Vice President
Congress,” he said,
Deanna Lefrancois ’10
adding that now he
Andrew Kelley. One
issue he said he would
wants to give back
like to address is
to the class. Norte,
expanding the designat
who is currently
ed smoking spots that are scattered around undeclared, said as treasurer he would
focus on fundraising so events will be “the
campus.
“I want to make it so there is a smoking best that they can be.”
area outside each dorm,” he said, adding
Caitlin Durkin is also looking to beef up
that currently, not every dorm has an easi the class’ finances.
“I want to get involved and I’d love to
ly accessible smoking area. The closest
area to McVinney, for example, is near the help raise money,” especially for Junior
mailroom—not a viable option for resi Ring Weekend, she said. Durkin, a mar
dents who want a late-night smoke, said keting major, was involved in student gov
ernment and high school and said she
Kelley.
In addition, the business management enjoyed it. She also said she would listen
major and political science/history minor to the requests of her classmates if elected
said he would like to use the publicity the to the position, adding that she has the per
sonality for the job.
alcohol abuse report
“I’m
outgoing
generated in Rhode
and a hard worker,”
Island to raise money,
It’s all about building up so
she said.
which could be put
we can have a great junior
Andrea Miller,
toward making Slavin
has a hobby that she
Center a student center.
and senior year.
said would be an
In Kelley’s vision, it
asset for a class
would be “a 24/7 place
treasurer.
where [students] can
“I enjoy planning
meet other people and
Rachel Miller ’10
things in my spare
have a good time” with
time,” she said,
out alcohol.
mentioning that she
Lauren Riley and
often plans hypo
Ryan Totolo, the current
Class of 2010 treasurer, are also running thetical parties and events for fun. Now
she is hoping to plan events for the Class
for vice president.
Riley, a political science and economics of 2010.
“I’m looking forward to having the
double major, said she is looking for a bet
ter relationship between students and option ... to have this be my number one
Congress as well as between students and priority,” she said. “I feel like with JRW
the administration. Riley said she would coming it’s important to have someone
like to focus on putting students on all the who really cares and is passionate about
College’s planning committees to ensure the class.”
Rachel Miller, a finance and Spanish
students get a say.
“With all the change happening at PC ... I double major, is ready to fund raise.
“It’s all about building up so we can
just want to make sure the students are
have a great junior and senior year,” she
heard,” she said.
Totolo, a management major and mili said, emphasizing that it is never too
She said
tary science minor, said he hopes to lay early too start fundraising.
Sophomore Ball is one of the biggest
down the law—through legislation.
“I have a very strong passion for legisla money-making events of sophomore
tion,” he said. “It is key to have a campus year, so she hopes to get more people
that is constantly developing to better stu involved.
“I’m a very motivated person,” she
dent life.” His ideas include getting wire
less capabilities in more facilities, and said.
ensuring that the future fitness center has
proper hours—he said he would like to see Representatives
Eighteen candidates are hoping to be
it open 24 hours a day.
elected as representatives for the Class of
2010. The candidates are: Elian Seidel,
Secretary
Two candidates will go head to head for Chris Huber, Andrea Petrosino, Andrew
the position of secretary. Lauren Bimie, a Edgett, Anne Impellizeri, Kayla Cabral,
business management major, is the current Kayla Rowland, Angelica Silberstein,
Class of 2010 secretary. She said she hopes Katie Brennan, Brendan Shine, Megan
to encourage the class to participate in serv Bennett, Alyssa Ferri, Jacqueleen
ice as a means of connecting the campus DeSisto, Jack Wallace, Megan Breen,
and the surrounding community.
Rebecca Brendli, Ben Gatti, and Caroline
“We’re trying to bridge that gap,” she Hittier.
by

T
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From left to right: Jaimie Scambio, Andrew Kelley, Lauren Riley,
Ryan Totolo, Lauren Birnie, Deanna Lefrancois, Jeffrey Norte,
Caitlin Durkin, Andrea Miller, and Rachel Miller.

The Bryant Master of

Professional Accountancy

Technical Excellence. Market Advantage.

"I continue to be impressed by the quality

of employees we recruit from Bryant."
Robert Calabro '88
TAX PARTNER, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

Start your career with a competitive advantage.
Earn your Master of Professional Accountancy
(MPAc) degree at Bryant University.

* Complete the required 150 hours of education to
be eligible to sit for the CPA exam in one year.

* Learn the accounting, client relations, and
project management skills that will set you
apart from the crowd.
* More than 40 top regional and international
firms recruit at Bryant each year.
To learn mare, attend an information session:

April 26 or May 1 at 3 pm at Bryant University
To register for an information session:

or schedule an interview and tour, visit
www.bryant.edu/gradprog, e-mail
mpac@bryant.edu, or call 401-232-6230.

Bryant university 1150 Douglas

Pike Smiithfield, R.I. 02917

Jennifer Jarvis ’07
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Awareness: Students search for meaning in silence
continued from front page
the right girl,” said McClellan, who is
president of SHEPARD. “Although I
haven’t had a bad reaction when coming
out, I would not feel comfortable holding
hands with a boyfriend on this campus. I
do know of gay students who have been
harassed while on campus, some to the
point where they actually transferred
rooms, opted to live in a single or, in one
case, moved off campus.”
When he first revealed his sexual orien
tation, McClellan was unsure of how to
cope with the realization that he was gay.
“I ended up going to counseling with my
parents to make them see they didn’t do
anything wrong and that I didn’t choose to
be gay,” he said, noting his belief that
homosexuality is caused by prenatal fac
tors. “I laugh when people tell me that I
chose to be gay because I don’t think any
one would choose to be a minority and
face persecution if given the option.”
Educating others about homosexuality
through groups such as SHEPARD is one
way McClellan fights persecution.
“I think the fact that we have a group
like SHEPARD on campus says a lot about
the College,” McClellan said. “SHEPARD
has helped me feel proud of who I am and
has helped me talk about it to others rather
than feel like I need to be ashamed and
keep it to myself. I have learned to chal
lenge people in their thinking and truly
think about how I can contribute to the
Catholic Church as a gay man.”
McClellan, who is a practicing Catholic,
said he often feels ostracized by the
Church because of teachings that refer to
homosexuality as a kind of tendency.
“I truly believe one of the largest fueling
forces for homophobia is religion, and I wish
the Church would do more to speak out
against that and focus on how our faith can be
used for good rather than judgment and per
secution of others,” McClellan said.
In speaking about homosexuality and
the Church during an interview with The
Cowl, College President Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P. expressed his support for

MARY PELLETIER ’09/The Cowl

Students participated in the Day of Silence in honor of gay, bisexual, transgendered
individuals who feel bound by isolation.

SHEPARD and said homophobia—not
homosexuality—is a sin.
“At the core, in so far as SHEPARD is
trying to educate the campus about homo
sexuality, it is certainly a welcomed group
on campus,” Father Shanley said. “Gay
people were made in the image and likeness
of God, and they ought to be respected.”
The issue, therefore, lies not so much in
homosexuality itself but in the Church’s
belief that homosexuals must remain
chaste. “There’s nothing intrinsically
wrong about being gay,” Father Shanley
said. “What matters is not your sexual ori
entation but your activity.”
Many professors welcome classroom
debate about the Church’s strict teachings
and homosexuality in general. Katy Beach
’09, who is bisexual, said she has talked
about homosexuality with many of the stu
dents in her sociology classes.
The discussions, she said, are necessary

to help educate others, particularly those
who are closed-minded.
“I don’t think people who are straight
think of gays and lesbians as bad people
but that what they’re doing is immoral,”
said Beach, who revealed her sexual orien
tation when she was 17 years old but has
yet to inform her parents for fear of their
reaction.
Upon telling her PC friends, she found
them to be accepting. “You come to a point
where you just say, ‘You know what? This
is what I believe and this is who I am.’”
Revealing one’s homosexuality can
result in having to confront stereotypes.
Beach, a member of the Women’s Hockey
Team, said people make the untrue
assumption that all of the women on the
team are lesbians because they wear sweat
pants and spend extended periods of time
together. “It’s an automatic link,” said
Beach. “That stereotype of lesbians having

to be butch . . . and feminists—I don’t get
it.”
SHEPARD Vice President Ryan
Bowley ’08, who first came out to a
teacher in high school, said those who do
not fit certain stereotypes are often left
feeling invisible.
“I think there’s a lot of pressure to act
macho if you’re a man or to be girly if
you’re a woman,” said Bowley, who
remembers being told not to play with
dolls when he was little. “The box of what
it means to be a man is so small. Boys are
told from a young age that they have to act
a certain way or they’re perceived as being
gay.”
Off-hand comments such as “That’s so
gay,” only add to the problem. When he
hears such remarks, Bowley tries to use the
“Name it, claim it, stop it” tactic, in which
he confronts the person making the
derogatory comment, says how it made
him feel, and asks the individual to refrain
from making such comments in the future.
Confronting peers can be difficult, how
ever, as “You’ll spend a lot of time [prepar
ing] yourself and then by the time you’re
ready to say something, they’re already
gone,” said Bowley. “If you don’t know
the person, you don’t want to come off
looking like a jerk . . .” Going off campus
and experiencing diversity in Providence
is perhaps one of the best ways of easing
tensions, Bowley added.
Though living comfortably as a homo
sexual at PC is possible, it remains a silent
struggle for many.
“I think it all depends on how you pres
ent yourself and how you act. If you’re
clearly gay you’d have a lot more trouble
on campus,” Bowley said. “I think people
who are more openly gay have to seek out
somewhere where they are respected. It’s
just a matter of putting a lot more effort
into finding your own place.”
SHEPARD meetings are held every
Monday at 8:00 p.m. in the Feinstein
Community Room on the fourth floor.
Gays, lesbians, bisexual students, and
straight allies are all invited to attend.

We’re looking for a few
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac- University School of Law you’ll find everything you need to succeed.

* Outstanding faculty

From a challenging vet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will

• Rigorous academic programs

become intellectual colleagues 1 rom live client clinics to real world externships. Plus

‘ Six concentrations

annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. For more information,

* Extensive experiential
learning opportunities

visit law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-8oo 462-1944.

• Student faculty ratio 15:1

Criminal | Dispute Resolution

| Family I| Health | Intellectual Property | Tax

Quinnipiac University
SCHOOL OF LAW
Hamden, Connecticut
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Delasanta: PC remembers scholar and friend
continued from front page

Stephen Lynch, professor of English and
director of the liberal arts honors pro
gram.
Steve Kenney ’08 referred to his con
versation as a prospective student with
Delasanta as a guiding force in his deci
sion to attend PC.
“He was an inspiration for both stu
dents and faculty alike. He had a way of
delivering a lecture that was clear,
learned, informative, and impressive in
the old fashioned lecture style,” said
Graver. “He looked the part, he acted the
part, he had the resume for the part, he
played the part. Probably because he
actually wasn’t playing.”
“Even for newer, younger faculty, Dr.
Delasanta was a warm, inviting senior
faculty member,” recalled Dr. Matthew
Dowling, assistant professor and chair

He was always really excited
about anything he was teach
ing. He really got into it. . .
He was very feisty!

Katie Mattaini ’08

of the department of history. “He was
greatly admired for his teaching and
scholarship.”
“It’s a great loss for the college. He
was one of the great teachers and aca
demic leaders for 40 years,” said Dr.
Mario DiNunzio, professor of history.
For DiNunzio, however, Delasanta’s
passing was more than the loss of a col
league.
“We literally grew up in the same

neighborhood. We’d known each other
personally and professionally all our
lives,” he said.
DiNunzio delivered the eulogy at
Delasanta’s funeral on Saturday, April
14, which was widely attended by mem
bers of the College community.
“I spoke basically about character. He
was known for his generosity—he was
open and giving to everyone he met,” he
said.
Delasanta’s attitude toward life was
echoed in his approach in the classroom.
In describing his own philosophy of
teaching, Delasanta quoted directly
from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales'.
“Gladly would he learn and gladly
teach.”
Students recall lectures in which
Delasanta would stop to exclaim, in
awe, about the beauty of a piece of
work. But he was certainly not limited
by the repertoire of traditional classes.
In one Development of Western
Civilization (DWC) music lecture last
year, he brought in his keyboard and led
the class in a raucous rendition of “Doea-Deer.”
“He was always really excited about
anything he was teaching. He really got
into it. If it was something you could
have an opinion on, he had a hard time
not showing his opinion, but in a good
way ... it would prompt debate. He
was very feisty!” said Katie Mattaini
’08.
He is described as a man who truly
cared for his students, both inside and
outside the classroom.
“Dr. Delasanta was not only a spec
tacular professor who could make any
subject interesting and even the most
impossible concepts easy to understand,
but his enthusiasm and caring transcend
ed the classroom into all aspects of the
student’s life,” said Kenney.
Maria Corvese ’08 said she only had
Delasanta for one semester, but he made
a lasting impression.

OUR TOP 10
GRADUATE
MAJORS:

“Dr. Delasanta was both a wonderful
professor and human being. He remem
bered me a couple of semesters after I

It’s become cliche, but he was
one of the most passionate
teachers I’ve ever known. He
was so completely involved . . .

Dr. Charles Duffy

WWW.PROV1DENCE.EDU

had him and he always greeted me with
a smile,” Corvese said.
His love for his students extended
beyond the classroom. With fellow
DWC professors, he hosted monthly
Slavin Center lunches for his students.
“He wanted everything to be the best
it could be,” said Geri Tobbe ’08.
According to his fellow professors,
Delasanta’s enthusiasm for life went
beyond the boundaries
of the
Providence College campus.
‘“God wants you to be fully alive,’ his
example seemed to say,” said Dr. Robert
Reeder, assistant professor of English.
“It’s become cliche, but he was one of
the most passionate teachers I’ve ever
known,” said Dr. Charles Duffy, profes
sor of English. “He was so completely
involved, not just in his teaching, but in
whatever he did here. He was a great
inspiration to people. . . you felt so alive
around him.”
Even before his death, Delasanta’s
legacy at Providence College was solid
ified.
In early February, Lynch
announced that the annual honors pro
gram lecture would be called the
“Delasanta Lecture.” Delasanta was
able to attend the Feb. 8 event where he
was officially honored by College

Dr. Delasanta was remembered and
revered by both students and colleagues,
who cited him as an inspiration to the
entire College community.
President Rev. Brian Shanley, O.P.
Delasanta will be remembered
throughout the community for his dedi
cation to all aspects of learning.
“Dr. Rodney Delasanta leaves a lega
cy of inspiration,” said Dr. Jane LuninPerel, professor of English and director
of the Women’s Studies Department.
“He has encouraged and brought to
life the literary imagination, love of
scholarship, and spiritual awakening of
countless students, faculty, and adminis
trators. Staff members have also appre
ciated his humor, humility, and compas
sion. When Rodney laughed, the world
turned hilarious; when his mood was
serious, it was time for all who knew
him to experience deep reflection.”
Delasanta died in his Woonsocket
home, which he built with his own
hands. He is survived by his wife
Frances, his son Peter, and his daughters
Deborah, Lisa, and Andrea.

Joe Miller '10, Erin Redihan ’08, and Beth
Lenehan ’08 contributed to this report.
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Virginia Tech shooting leaves 33 dead Ask

PC

By Amanda Silk ’08
World Staff

Dozens of Providence College students
gathered in St. Dominic Chapel Tuesday
night in rememberance of the victims of
the Virginia Tech shootings. The 9:00 p.m.
Mass was lead by College President Rev.
Brian J. Shanley, O.P. and was followed by
a candlelight service held in the chapel for
all those affected by the tragedy.
On the morning of Monday, April 16, a
lone gunman killed 33 people and injured
26 at Virginia Tech before turning the gun
on himself. The massacre was the deadliest
shooting in United States history.
The horrific day in Blacksburg, Va.
began at 7:15 a.m. when two students were
murdered in their fourth floor dorm rooms
in West Ambler Johnston Hall, home to
895 students.
The gunman, identified as 23-year-old
Cho Seung-hui, carried two handguns, a 9
mm and a .22 caliber, and attacked multi
ple classrooms.
When authorities arrived, they found the
front door chained from the inside. Before
they could make their way inside, the gun
fire had ceased.
Erin Sheehan is one of four students
who was unharmed when the gunman
attacked her German classroom. CNN
reported Sheehan’s account of the ram
page, “He just stepped within five feet of
the door and just started firing. He seemed
very thorough about it—getting almost
everyone down—I pretended to be dead.”
The gunman left Sheehan’s classroom but
returned within 30 seconds. “I guess he
heard us still talking.” Sheehan and her
classmates then forced themselves against
the door to prevent his entrance.
Sheehan described the gunman to the
college newspaper, the Collegiate Times,
as “just a normal-looking kid, Asian, but
he had on a Boy Scout-type outfit. He
wore a tan button-up vest, and this black
vest, maybe it was for ammo or some
thing,” as reported by The New York Times.
Students in one classroom escaped by
jumping out a window. One student, Josh
Wargo, told CNN reporters, “We heard
some loud banging, and we weren’t sure if

Do you think that Imus’
punishment was fair?

CTV

Police patrol Virginia Tech a couple hours after Cho Seung-hui, a 23-year-old
English major, opened fire killing 33 and injuring 26. The shooting marks the dead
liest massacre in U.S. history.

it was construction or not. We heard people
screaming, so everybody in the class hud
dled in the back. We were going to go out
the front door, and someone opened the
door, and it sounded like the shots were
being fired down the hallway. We all
jumped out of the window.”
Virginia Tech President Charles W.
Steger issued an announcement on the
school’s Web site, “The university is
shocked and horrified that this would
befall our campus. I want to extend my
deepest, sincerest and most profound sym
pathies to the families of these victims
which include students.”
At a press conference Monday after
noon, Steger was questioned as to why the
school was not closed after the first shoot
ing, and why students were not notified of
the first incident until two hours later.
Police Chief Wendell Flinchum told
reporters that they believed the first shoot
ing was an isolated incident and that
authorities were in the process of identify
ing a “person of interest.”
It was not until early Tuesday morning
authorities released Seung-hui’s identity as
well as other personal aspects. Authorities
revealed him as an English major at

Virginia Tech who was originally from
South Korea.
Authorities were also able to determine
through ballistic tests that one of the guns
used in Norris Hall was also used in the
dorm shootings. However, the investiga
tion is ongoing as to whether or not Seunghui had an accomplice.
Both the House of Representatives and
the Senate observed moments of silence on
Monday. President Bush offered his
thoughts and prayers to the victims and
their families, saying, “Today, our nation
grieves with those who have lost loved
ones. We hold the victims in our hearts, we
lift them up in our prayers and we ask a
loving God to comfort those who are suf
fering today.”
The identities of the victims are becom
ing the main topic of many news outlets as
more names are released by authorities.
The New York Times’ Web site has an inter
active graphic displaying the pictures of
many of the victims with links to short
biographies.
Virginia Tech Facebook groups have
also been created in order to help honor
and remember the lives of the victims of
Monday’s massacre.

“I don’t think it was fair. It was
wrong and he should be punished
but it shouldn’t have been so
severe, taking into account that he
did apologize and recognize that
he was wrong.”
Kristina Czepiel ’07

“It’s not necessarily fair or unfair.
It’s a consequence of his actions
because the companies that
supported him pulled his funding
and he could not have held onto
his job financially.”

Jared Van Dyke ’07

CBS, MSNBC send Imus into the sunset
By Mary Kate Nevin ’09
World Staff

Shock-jock broadcaster Don Imus has
built his career as one of America’s most
popular radio hosts by means of crude
humor, tongue-in-cheek satires, and innu
merable insults directed at public figures
and events.
With his latest remarks, however, he
appears to have finally crossed the line.
CBS cancelled the “Imus in the
Morning” radio program last Thursday,
April 12, in the wake of considerable pub
lic outrage sparked by seemingly racist
and sexist comments the 66-year-old Imus
passed on the air about the Rutgers
Women’s Basketball Team.
“That’s some rough girls from Rutgers,”
Imus said during his show on Wednesday,
April 4, a day after Rutgers lost the NCAA
championship game. “That’s some nappy
headed ho’s there, I’m going to tell you
that.”
The controversial statement about the
mostly black women’s basketball team
immediately ignited widespread outcries,
attracting the attention of activists and
politicians alike to issues of racism and
sexism in the media. Reverend Al
Sharpton and Jesse Jackson, the prominent
Civil Rights leaders, called for his firing.
“I think to say that his statements were
racist, as they’ve said, then that means they
should not allow him to come back,”
Sharpton said to The Associated Press.
“Somewhere we must draw the line in

what is tolerable in mainstream media.”
On Friday, April 6, Imus issued a public
apology on his show, apologizing for “an
insensitive and ill-conceived remark we
made the other morning regarding the
Rutgers women’s basketball team. It was
completely inappropriate, and we can
understand why people were offended.
Our characterization was thoughtless and
stupid, and we are sorry.”
The Rutgers team, however, was not
placated. Coach C. Vivian Stringer spoke
publicly about the remarks the following
Tuesday, saying in a speech that she and
her team “have all been physically, mental
ly, and emotionally spent, so hurt by the
remarks that were uttered by Mr. Imus.”
Players also spoke out at a news confer
ence that day. Team captain Essence
Carson expressed the team’s “great hurt,
anger and disgust toward the words of Mr.
Don Imus. We are highly angered at his
remarks but deeply saddened with the
racial characterization they entailed.”
CBS, the network which produced his
radio show, and MSNBC, the cable news
channel which televised the simulcast,
originally announced it would suspend his
show for two weeks. As the days went by,
however, public pressure mounted as the
controversy received more and more atten
tion. Major sponsors such as General
Motors and Sprint pulled their ads from the
show. On Wednesday, April 11, NBC News
decided to drop the telecast of Imus’ show.
A day later, CBS also succumbed to the
pressure and officially cancelled produc

tion of “Imus in the Morning,” the pro
gram Imus had broadcast for more than 30
years.
Later that day, Imus personally met with
the players and staff of the Rutgers
Women’s Basketball Team. Stringer said
that the team accepted his apology and are
“in the process of forgiving.”
Also occurring that day was his 18th
annual fundraiser for charities benefiting
children with cancer, a cause with which
he has persistently and passionately been
involved throughout his career. He also
founded the Imus Cattle Ranch for Kids
with Cancer with his wife Deidre at their
New Mexico ranch.
The choice to fire Imus given these cir
cumstances was criticized by Imus’ friends
and colleagues.
“They didn’t even give him time to talk
to the victims,” said Bo Dietl, a security
expert and frequent guest on Mr. Imus’
show.
Activists like Al Sharpton, however,
applauded CBS’ decision. Sharpton stated
such a resolution was necessary because
“we cannot afford a precedent established
that the airwaves can be used to commer
cialize and mainstream sexism and
racism.”
CNNMoney.com reports “Imus in the
Morning” generated about $20 million last
year, which was about one percent of CBS
Radio’s total revenue. Now that his long
time place on national radio and television
is no longer open to him, Imus could
potentially turn to satellite radio.

“It takes 20 years to build a
reputation, and five seconds
to ruin it.”

John Woron ’09

“Yeah, he should have
lost his job.”
Caroline Santilli ’07 &
Rachel Bartholomew ’07
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Week in Review
Local
Student protestors may face charges
During an anti-war protest organized by
the Brown Students for a Democratic
Society, a student was arrested for leaving
red handprints on the facade of Textron
Inc. in Providence’s downtown financial
district, according to The Providence
Journal.
The group organized the protest shortly
after Providence College returned from
Easter break to mark the fourth anniver
sary of the start of the Iraq war. Two dozen
protesters — several of whom had red ink
or dye on their hands to look like blood —
denounced Textron for making weapons
for the Defense Department. While chant
ing anti-Textron slogans, a number of pro
testers suddenly rushed the building. The
police pushed some people away, but sev
eral were able to slap red handprints on
Textron’s facade.
Providence Police Capt. David Lapatin
said the arrests resulted from the hand
prints on the building, and could lead to a
malicious destruction charge.
National
March may signal more representation
After 200 years, Washington, D.C. may
finally be awarded voter representation in

Compiled by Sarah Vernon ’07
Congress, according to the Examiner.
Thousands of people, ranging from stu
dents to taxi drivers, joined a march to
Congress on Monday, April 16, the city’s
annual Emancipation Day.
The goal of the march is to press law
makers into passing a bill this week that,
while not making the District a state,
would raise the number of seats in the U.S.
House by two—one for Washington, D.C.
and one for Utah, which has been demand
ing more representation because of popu
lation changes.
The bill will be taken up by the House
on Thursday, where approval is likely. But
it would still have to pass the narrowly
divided Senate and be signed by President
George W. Bush, who pointedly had the
protest plates removed from presidential
limousines and whose aides have recently
advised a veto.

World
Appeal for impending Iraqi crisis
Amnesty International announced on
Monday, April 16, that a humanitarian cri
sis may be eminent in the Middle East
unless Western powers take urgent meas
ures to assist four million Iraqis uprooted
by conflict.
The United States, the European Union,

and other nations were asked to help
Jordan and Syria, whose governments are
struggling to care for two million Iraqi
refugees who have fled their homeland.
Another 1.9 million are displaced with
in Iraq, many in the past year marked by
suicide bombings and sectarian violence.
The appeal came ahead of a two-day inter
national conference in Geneva, opening on
Tuesday, April 17, called by the United
Nations’ reftigee agency to confront mas
sive needs in the region.

Business
Google increases off-line business
Web search leader Google Inc. has bro
ken into radio with a multi-year advertis
ing sales agreement with the largest U.S.
broadcaster, Clear Channel Radio, accord
ing to Financial News.
The deal, long anticipated by the radio
industry, marks the latest development in
Google’s expansion into offline media, not
just in radio but also television and news
papers.
Clear Channel said it has agreed for
Google to sell a guaranteed portion of the
30-second spots available on its 675 radio
stations in top U.S. markets in a bid to
expand the universe of local radio adver
tisers to Google’s online buyers.
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Oddly

Enough
'I'm sorry, you’re

breaking up.’
Is there a correct way to break up
with your significant other?
In Berlin, Bernd Dressier has the
answer. Bernd, a clever economist,
has come up with a profitable way to
make the most of a bad situation.
Dressier runs a service charging people
to deliver break up messages to their
partners. The fee is about $68, and
Dressier says the process usually takes
approximately three minutes.
Business is booming for Dressier
who has delivered 200 of these mes
sages in less then a year.
If this is not what you are looking
for, he also offers coaching sessions
for people wanting to end relationships
themselves, or for those wanting to
improve current relationships.
-Kim Krupa ’07

California governor seeks to pump up environmentalists
By Amanda Silk ’08
World Staff

If you are worried about the future of
the environment, you can now rest
assured:
California
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger is going to save the
world. Unfortunately, this time it will not
be with machine guns and body armor.
Instead, he is working hard to revamp the
image of environmentalists and pass ecofriendly legislation.
Schwarzenegger believes that by popu
larizing environmentalism, more people
will become eco-friendly. “You have to
make it mainstream. You have to make it
sexy. You have to make it attractive so that
everyone
wants
to
participate,”
Schwarzenegger said at Georgetown
University, according to CNN.
Schwarzenegger compares environmen
talists to bodybuilders: “Like body
builders, environmentalists were also kind
of thought of as weird, strange and fanatic
and kind of serious tree-huggers, as you
know. Environmentalists were no fun,” as
reported by CNN.
Schwarzenegger has not always been an
active environmentalist; in the past he has
been criticized for driving a Hummer, a
known fuel-guzzler. However, in his new

spirit of environmentalism, he now drives
hydrogen and bio-diesel Hummer and
sports car models.

Apart from cars, Schwarzenegger is
using his political position to enact change
in California.

Hummers to hybrids:
The Governor goes green

Like bodybuilders,
environmentalists were
also kind of thought of as
weird, strange ana fanatic
and kind of serious
tree-huggers, as you
know. Environmentalists
were no fun.
Governor Schwarzenegger

Recently,
Gov.
Schwarzenegger
appeared on MTV’s Pimp My Ride televi
sion program to promote eco-friendly yet
sporty cars.
He told Newsweek that he went on the
show “to show people that biofuel is not
like a wimpy feminine car, like a hybrid.
Because muscle guys, they have this thing:
‘I don’t want to be seen in the little, femi
nine car.’”

In
September,
Schwarzenegger
approved California’s Global Warming
Solutions Act, which mandates a 25 per
cent cut in emissions by 2020 and an 80
percent cut by 2050.
The act sets the most rigorous stan
dards in the nation and places California at
the forefront of emissions reducing legis
lation.
He also recently issued an executive

order requiring a 10 percent cut of carbon
content in all transportation fuels by 2020.
This order makes California the largest
market for alternative fuels.
Schwarzenegger’s eco-friendly stance
is not without problems. To begin, his reg
ulatory bills find opposition with big busi
nesses and are very uncharacteristic of
Republicans. As a result, he has had diffi
culty finding support within his own party,
which may pose problems for his future in
politics.
Further, environmentalists are finding
fault with him. Bill Magaver, a Sierra Club
representative in Sacramento, commented
to Newsweek about. Schwarzenegger’s
approach: “He likes to give the impression
that you can have it all. He is overly opti
mistic about the ability of the market to
solve our problems.”
Finally, while Schwarzenegger’s atti
tude toward the environment has evolved,
he still has a penchant for dramatic and
dire warnings.
According to CNN, Schwarzenegger
warned politicians who have not taken a
strong stance on the environment: “Your
political base will melt away as surely as
the polar ice caps; I can guarantee you of
that. You will become a political penguin
on a smaller and smaller ice floe. Drifting
out to sea. Goodbye, my little friend.”

Drug cartels make use of popular video sharing site, Youtube
Videos posted on Internet leave Mexican citizens and authorities frightened
By Jenny Arvanaghi ’10
World Staff

The already serious issue of drug traf
ficking in Mexico has recently been exac
erbated, as drug gangs have begun to use
the Internet to post threatening videos.
One video posted on the popular video
sharing Web site, YouTube, shows the
beheading of a drug cartel hit man. In the
film, the man is tied to a chair in his under
wear, with a “Z” written on his chest. This
letter stands for Zeta, which were the for
mer military operatives that are now hit
men for Mexico’s Gulf Cartel.
The man is then interrogated about a
previous killing of five police officers and
two secretaries in the city of Acapulco.
After the man is killed, the video goes
on to encourage Mexican citizens to “do
something for your country; kill a Zeta.”
Most of Mexico’s current wave of drug
violence is linked to conflict between the
Gulf Cartel and a group of gangs headed
by Mexico’s most wanted man, Joaquin
“El Chapo” Guzman, from the state of
Sinaloa. The Gulf and rival Sinaloa hope
they can frighten the population to get
Mexican President Felipe Calderon to halt
his military crackdown on drug traffickers.
Acapulco, one of the major cities for

The numerous routes of Mexican drug cartels, which have plagued the United
States for years, can be seen here. Now they have taken a different path: The
Internet. Using sites such as Youtube.com, cartels can threaten rivals and recruit
new members.
which drug trafficking has been a major YouTube, “due to terms of use violation,”
problem, was the area where the violence but there is no way to confirm the authen
first began.
ticity or determine who made it since any
On Feb. 6, two police officers’ heads one can post a video on the Web site. A
were stuck onto metal spikes outside a representative at Mexico’s attorney gener
downtown building in the city. This attack al’s office said that she had no information
led to a new stream of violence, exempli on whether the video was being investigat
fied in the video that was posted soon after ed by federal authorities.
on the Internet, as reported by the
In 2005, the Kitsap Sun, a U.S. newspa
Associated Press.
per, received an anonymous homemade
The video has been removed from DVD showing four Zeta hit men being

beaten and interrogated. One was even
shot in the head, while others were sitting
bruised, bloody, and bound before a cur
tain of black garbage bags. Again, like the
YouTube video, interrogators were shown
torturing and killing their enemies, which
included a Mexican radio reporter and a
Neuvo Laredo police chief.
In many areas the drug-related killings
and threats are working, as evidenced in
the activity of citizens and local officials.
Police officials have resigned in record
numbers, newspapers are censoring them
selves and witnesses rarely expose the per
petrators due to fear.
Neuevo Leon Deputy State Attorney
General Aldo Fasci Zuazua stated his con
cern that, “without a doubt, this is part of a
strategy by organized crime to terrorize
the population and destabilize the govern
ment.” Zuazua has seen nearly three dozen
drug-related killings since January of this
year, including one threatening the top
state prosecutor with a message stuck to a
corpse with an ice pick.
Officials haven’t given up, though, and
are working with Calderon to crack down
on the drug gangs, especially now that the
gangs pose a threat to innocent Mexican
citizens.
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The death of a
great professor:
Dr. Delasanta

Lack of freedom of religion
Providence College s curriculum is repressing other religions
by Jackie

Kramer ’10

Commentary Staff
by

Kelly Jones ’07
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REMEMBRANCE

The ongoing topic of diversifying
Providence College has become a part of
my daily life. I write articles about it, I have
discussions about it, I talk about it in class;
it is an issue I will not ignore
and therefore have made it a
CAMPUS
priority in my everyday life.
The matter came up
recently in a class in reference to the March
29 issue of The Cowl in which Mallary Jean
Tenore ’07 wrote the second installment of
her four-part series on diversity. My teacher
thought it interesting that, even when con
sidering the idea of making PC a more
diverse community, the issue of
Catholicism came up. The instructor noted
that the article quoted a student saying the
college should focus more on the Hispanic
community, which is primarily Catholic
and inquired as to whether the college is
considering every aspect of diversity. This,
of course, spawned an entire discussion of
the diversity issue.
One student in the class suggested that
Providence College is not inviting to stu
dents of other denominations or ethnicities.
The cornerstone of education at PC—
Development of Western Civilization
(DWC)—is a turn-off in and of itself.
“What about Eastern civilizations? What
about Asia, Africa, South America?” I
asked a friend who asked me to complete a
survey about DWC. He merely responded,
“Because we live in the west. You knew
that was in the core curriculum, if you did
n’t like it, why did you come here?” His
remark is an indication of why many other
prospective students may be turned off by
PC. It’s a problem that sinks into the very
heart of this college that lies with its cur
riculum, traditions, and history. Yes, this is

For one semester, spanning the
months at the beginning of 2005,1 lived
in fear of Dr. Rodney K. Delasanta. To
this day, I still do not know much about
the man who inspired so many English
majors, outside of the information sent
by Providence College President Rev.
Brian J. Shanley, O.P., informing the
school of Delasanta’s death last
Tuesday.
I was Delasanta’s student for a semes
ter in Development of Western
Civilization—it was a trial, to say the
least. Delasanta expected perfection
from every one of his students. He did
not discriminate. He did not “gently
break the news” when he told me, min
utes before my mid-term essay exam,
that he didn’t think I knew how to write.
Luckily, I was one of those students who
loved a challenge, even then in my soph
omoric (literally) and formative years.
I did not know Delasanta personally,
but I can say that he was a tough cook
ie—in the best sense of the term. He
drove me to defend myself in class
beyond the point at which I would nor
mally give up, and accept the traditional
reading of, say, Graham Greene. He
asked questions of my DWC seminar
that seemed to simultaneously require
and dare the students to disagree.
Suffice it to say, no one slept in that
class. Delasanta knew that we were all
arrogant “honors” students, and he did
his best to force us to earn our opinions.
In short, Delasanta embodied what is
right about the DWC program. He gave
no outlines, no written notes, no formu
la in which to fit the text. He rarely told
his students explicitly what he wanted
them to learn—he drew it out of them,
slowly and (at times, because we were
by Kyle Drennen ’07
young and ignorant) painfully. In short,
Commentary Staff
he never lectured at us, but rather sat ;
with us for our two and a half hour sem
SWAN SONG
inar and guided us to where we needed
to go.
Though it took many of Delasanta’s
students a while to learn to appreciate
In my first commentary article for The
his method, I doubt they would be the Cowl I talked about the importance of col
same students they are today had they lege students in determining the outcome
had a different DWC experience. In fact, of elections. In reference to the then
I know many of his DWC students who upcoming 2004 election, I said, “Right
continued taking his classes, regardless here at PC, we have the very people who
of the material, for the honor of being can decide this election and all they have
able to pick his brain and have him pick to do is vote.” This article was not only
unique because it was my first, but also
theirs.
It seems to me, in retrospect (because because it was one of the few articles in
I was intimidated beyond all thought at which I was not interested in what politi
the time) that this was a more honest, cal side someone was on, but simply that
more fruitful teaching method than they were active in the political process.
many others I have experienced. Now while I certainly do have strong
Delasanta made us work; he made his opinions about which is the “right” side, I
students get their education for them think it is more important than ever for our
generation to be interested in the issues
selves. And that is what DWC should be:
Led (but not dominated) by intelligent that affect us even if we disagree on how
professors who are humble enough to let to address those issues.
While at Providence College I have
students take the floor, and then hold
them responsible for the way in which seen students of all political stripes
demonstrate their passion for issues. I
they take it.
I don’t know if he ever read The have walked countless streets and
Cowl, and I don’t know that he would knocked on more doors than I can remem
consider me “a writer,” even to this day, ber with fellow students during the past
but I know that Delasanta was a teach two elections that have taken place during
ing force not to be reckoned with. He my four years at PC. I have witnessed
will never be forgotten by those who numerous debates and discussions on
had him in class, and he will be known campus between opposing sides on issues
to future English majors and Honors ranging from presidential platforms, to
DWC students through legend. He cer national security, to free speech on cam
pus. I have seen fellow activists march for
tainly deserved to have it that way.

a Catholic college, but I know of many
prestigious Catholic colleges that offer a
wider range of classes to choose from thus
presenting their students with a broader per
spective on life.
At Boston College, fulfilling the core
theology requirement can mean taking a
class in Comparative Perspectives. While
studying at Holy Cross, one is required to
take a class not in Western Civilization,
but in Cross-Cultural Studies. On its Web
site, Holy Cross notes, “Since a majority
of our students come from a Roman
Catholic background, the department
offers many courses that analyze its bibli
cal foundations and situate it within its
broader cultural and historical contexts. In
view of the global connections that have
and will increasingly affect students, the
department equally offers courses on full
range of world religions, including
Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, East
Asian religions, and modem religious
movements.” Similarly, many other
Catholic colleges which compare with PC
in the Northeast also offer courses in reli
gions other than Catholicism.

‘If this school wanted to be
more diversified, religiously
or otherwise, they
would offer meat on
Fridays [during Lent]’
“If PC would just admit that it was a
problem, it wouldn’t be so bad,” one girl
remarked. “But you go on the tours and you
ask a Friars Club member if it’s a problem
if you’re not Catholic, and they’ll tell you
‘no.’ At least at colleges like Brigham
Young in Utah, when you go there, you
know it’s a Mormon School. But here, they

act like it’s no big deal.”
It is a big deal. Another girl in the class
noted that she was not Catholic and she has
had to drop two theology classes. She
ascribes this to the fact that, because the
core curriculum requires two theology
classes, she had to take classes in
Catholicism. She mentioned that she
thought the professors gave the impres
sion that the students should believe
these teachings, otherwise they would
go to hell. She withdrew from both
classes and this action will stay on her
transcript permanently.
Recently in a friendly conversation with
a Jewish acquaintance, I noted that a
Passover Seder was being held in Slavin
center ’64 Hall and asked if he were
attending. He said he was not, but men
tioned he was going to try to abide by the
Jewish customs during the Passover sea
son. “If this school wanted to be more
diversified, religiously or otherwise, they
would offer meat on Fridays,” he said. I
asked if he thought Raymond Cafeteria
would at least provide the option of
unleavened bread.
He responded, “Absolutely not.”
“Well,” I pressed, “if you want to start a
campaign or something to fight for it, 1 will
support you 100 percent.”
He looked right at me and said, “Nah.
I’m sure the one other Jewish kid cares
more than I do.”
I understand that the College is under
taking thorough measures to make this
school one which includes all voices,
walks of life, religions, and orientations. I
pose this question, however: How willing
are we as a community to undergo the
changes necessary to make this campus a
more inviting and welcoming place, not
just on the surface level, but at the very
heart of the College?

Senior urges students to take a stand
life in Washington, D.C., and for artistic
expression on campus. 1 have been amazed
by the willingness of students to take the
time to set up 1,500 flags on anniversaries
of 9/11 and stay up all night to fight cancer
during the Relay for Life. Anyone who
thinks that most college students are apa
thetic should come to Providence College
and see a fraction of the dedication and
hard work that I have seen displayed by so
many on this campus.
When I think of the many challenges our
nation faces today and will continue to
face in the future, 1 am reassured by the
fact that many of my fellow students care
deeply about finding ways to meet these
challenges through dedicated public serv
ice. I think that one of the greatest
strengths here at PC is the emphasis on,
and commitment to, community service.
The idea that one must think of others
before oneself and give back to society is
one of the greatest values I have learned
and seen in practice on this campus.
As I prepare to end my time at
Providence College and move on to a
career—which I hope will entail public
service—my greatest word of advice for
underclassmen and for future PC students
is to never stop being involved. If you care
about an issue, speak up and let your voice
be heard. If you see a problem that needs
to be solved, be the one to solve it, not just
through discussion but also through action.
Never let anyone make you think that you
cannot make a difference or that the prob
lems of the world are too far beyond you.
Do not accept the conventional wisdom on
everything; think about issues for yourself

and form your own conclusions. If you
hear something you disagree with, do not
just attack the person who says it, but think
about what they are saying and form a
rational response explaining why you
think they are wrong. These are basic prin
ciples that I myself try to live up to con
stantly. Sometimes you will succeed others
times you will not, but what is important is
making the effort.
I think what ultimately motivates peo
ple to get involved and try to make a dif
ference in society is not some grand
notion of changing the world, but rather
simply taking a single step forward for
something they truly believe in. The
more steps you take, the more realistic
your goal becomes and the more willing
you are to get involved in other areas. No
matter what your major is or what you
want to do with your life, just consider
the question: What can I do to make a
positive lasting difference in the world
around me?
Now that I have made my final com
mentary, I want to thank the entire
Providence College community for mak
ing my years at PC some of my best and
those which I will remember fondly. I
especially want to thank The Cowl for
giving me an outlet to express my views
on many of the issues that have been
most important to me.
I also want to thank you, the readers,
for considering my articles, no matter
how much you may have disagreed with
my perspective. I hope I have encour
aged constructive debate on campus with
my writing and hope that such debate
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Commentary Editor Emeritus on campus. This is an issue of our culture,

not just PC. I also find it humorous that the
students who were surveyed for the report
were, for the most part, all under the legal
drinking age. This school gives a much
They were swaying, clapping, simply harsher punishment for being caught in the
acting in a manner I would never have room of a member of the opposite sex dur
ing certain hours than for something that is
thought appropriate unless at a concert.
I wondered, were they really feeling actually illegal in this country.
I seem to have strong opinions about
Christ flow through them? Is that why the
scene I experienced felt like I was at one of almost everything. I can’t control them—
those televangelist shows on TV every perhaps they are a product of my love for
Sunday morning? Was everyone else feel too much caffeine.
Over a cup of chai with my friend—
ing something I was incapable of feeling?
Why didn’t I feel moved to clap or sway . being a better alternative to the non-coffee
.. or sing? Half of the people in attendance beverage—she gave me “useful” advice,
were standing with their eyes closed, that would, like so many other topics, be
singing proudly to Jesus. I felt so out of altered by my thoughts.
Unsure as to what I wanted to do after
place. I had never heard any of the songs they
were singing, and frankly I found the lyrics to PC, my friend suggested that I go into
be cheesy and essentially meaningless. I was journalism. She warned that it would be
at an event of an interfaith celebration of best for my career to get into broadcast
journalism because, as she stated,
Christ through song.
I felt awful for thinking negatively “Newspapers are tanking.”
Sure, many and most newspapers have
about the songs, specifically concerning
the lyrics. The whole event was wonderful online capabilities and even some Web
and encouraged me to think more deeply only headlines or features. But the fact of
about my faith and God, yet as I was trying the matter is, print journalism isn’t going
to enjoy the songs that all creepily sound away. Arguments exist that online editions
ed the same, I couldn’t help but think enable a higher readership for a given pub
“Hey, my laundry can write better lyrics lication because the online editions are
than these.” This is when I realized, often free. I am willing to bet that if all of the print
times, you cannot stop or change your ed newspapers were to fail and go online, a
thoughts—and if anyone can, please tell reader would have to subscribe to the online
me how. I tried focusing on God. Nope, addition to access his or her news—which in
couldn’t get past the songs. I tried saying a some cases one already has to do, especially
prayer and completely blocking out the in the case of obtaining archived articles.
music. Still couldn’t do it. Finally, I just
I despise reading articles online. The only
resolved to listen to the backup instru benefit I see is that in some cases, you can
access stories for free. But computers hurt
ments, ignoring the lyrics completely.
Sometimes I hate my strong opinions my eyes and people are always going to
about different issues—for example, meat want to have a hard copy of a newspaper to
loaf. Love the singer, hate the food and read. It is comforting. Show me a movie
whomever invented it. But it’s such a prac where a family is having a nice Sunday
tical meal. Why do I feel this way about breakfast and the father drags his computer
the food I used to call “meatlove” as a to the table, hooking up to the wireless
Internet and searching for the latest update
child?
Similarly, when I first read the campus of The New York Times. There are benefits
wide e-mail from the president of to having an online resource for newspa
Providence College, Rev. Brian J. Shanley, pers, such as doing quick archival searches
O.P., concerning the issue of alcohol, I for articles. But give me a real newspaper
found myself laughing. Excessive drinking any day. I spit on you Internet newspapers,
is not an issue that is new to PC or solely with your annoying animated and pop-up
happening on this campus. Reading statis advertisements—print journalism is here to
tics of how many freshmen and sopho stay. These inspirational lyrics from an
mores binge drink each week, I thought event I attended such as “your love flows
that at my place of employment I know through me like water through a running
more people who go out every night faucet,” may make you think otherwise.
binge drinking—and some of my co
workers are significantly older than the
average PC binge drinker.
Speaking as one who transferred into
this fine institution from one where frater
nities and sororities are king, drinking to
the extent the Alcohol Report shows is not
only happening at PC, but at many col
leges. So many activities and presentations
focus around alcohol. I can’t help but
laugh at all of the different presentations

STUDENT
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The real Cadbury Bunny, a horrific rabbit/chicken hybrid,
wasn’t deemed photogenic enough for commercials

Letters to the Editor:
Library computers are checking out
I doubt I’m the first person to notice
this, but there have been some serious
problems with the computers on the sec
ond floor of the library lately. Because of
the flighty Internet connection (which has
never performed worse than it has this
year) and a host of other problems with
one of the computers on the second floor,
I nearly lost an important research paper
for my American History class (I had been
working on it for three hours straight).
It wasn’t the first time the connection
crapped out, either. I find it completely
ridiculous that there should be signal
“problems” with these computers, or any
computers in the library for that matter:
This is one of the few places on campus
where Internet access is supposed to be

consistently available. I notified the library
staff, and Dr. Bailey, director of the library
(who was very helpful and was actually
able to recover my paper), informed me
that the IT department had, over Christmas
break, done work in the library; the com
puters have, as a result, not been quite the
same since.
It seems to me, then, that the IT depart
ment should take responsibility for this
careless oversight and do a more public
job of informing both the library staff and
the student body of their revisions in addi
tion to addressing the problem so that
more students will not have to go through
what I did.

■—Dan Darbandi ’08
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Commentary

Tangents and Tirades
Rap becoming crap. It wasn’t until I heard that Mims’ new song, “This is Why I’m
Hot,” is the number one song in the nation that I realized rap music really has become
terrible. According to Mims’ logic, if I’m not Aim, I’ll never be hot. Why, you may ask?
Well, it’s because I’m not. Of course, it is so simple! Mims makes a compelling argu
ment considering I don’t even own a whip to put spinners on and the most “ice” I’ve ever
worn were my L.A. Gear sneakers that lit up when I walked; but if being hot means steal
ing your little sister’s toy piano and using it to lay down the beat for your latest track,
maybe I’m hotter than Mims gives me credit for. Rap used to be fun to listen to and the
lyrics used to mean something (i.e.: “Things Done Changed” by The Notorious B.I.G.),
but lately it’s been reduced to the “clicks and whistles” as my grandpa once called it.
Aside from managing to make a number one song out of a track written by a class of
fourth-graders who’ve seen too many episodes of MTV Cribs, “This is Why I’m Hot” is
the kind of track that sets rap back about three decades. There doesn’t seem to be a whole
lot of hope in sight.—Aiden Redmond ’08

Snow in Reno. According to agweb.com, a leading Web site on agriculture, this April
is “currently tracking as the coldest April in 113 years,” with predictions for this month
to be “in the top seven coldest in history.” Additionally, yet another global warming rally,
this time in Reno, was canceled last week due to snow. These facts have been strangely
ignored by many in the mainstream media, who refuse to acknowledge any evidence that
global warming might not exist. If the situation were reversed, and this April was warm
instead of cold, you can bet we would be hearing doom and gloom reports on the world’s
end and the evils of capitalism from the left.
—Mark Scirocco ’10
Commencement leaves students crippled. To the scientists of the world—screw stem
cell research and cloning. What we need to be doing is putting some research into mak
ing money grow on trees. With Commencement's hefty price tag on top of my usual car
insurance, cell phone, rent, utilities, grocery, and Nocera's expenses, I am struggling
financially. It’s costing me an arm and a leg. Without that arm, finals will be a challenge,
and without that leg, dancing on Club Night will be out of the question. Let’s see some
thing green on trees other than leaves.—Colleen Flynn ’07
Scheduling conflicts with life. I had lunch with an old friend the other day. It seems
like a fairly simple operation: Two people meet in the middle of the day to share a meal.
But that simple lunch was the product of a lengthy transaction. We had bumped into each
other, realized it had been months since we had chatted, and started suggesting dates to
meet. After three failed attempts, we both whipped out our planners. We were finally
able to schedule—schedule—a lunch date for the following week. When did we have to
start scheduling lunch dates? Since when did parents, in between piano lessons and soc
cer practice, have to start scheduling time with their kids? It seems as if we are all
overextended—with classes, clubs, and activities, that we’ve lost sight of quality time.
Is it too late to reclaim it? Do we have time to reclaim a carefree attitude? Let me see—
where’s my planner?—Betsy Rouleau ’08
I’m here to meet Tiffany. If you’re like me, you spend the little free time that you have
reading, catching up on global news, and watching the mindless reality shows on Vhl.
It’s embarrassing to admit (and perhaps for my friends and acquaintances to admit they
know me) that I have seen almost every episode of the well-known search for “true love”
on the I Love New York series, a spin-off of Flavor of Love. In a Jerry Springer-esque
reunion show featuring the bachelors who competed to win the heart of New York (a.k.a
Tiffany). The winner of the show, Tango, took back his pledge of love, devotion and,
most importantly, his wedding proposal to New York. As he began his quest for New
York’s love at the beginning of the series, he stated that he had wanted to get to know
“Tiffany,” who he had been intrigued with when she competed for rap singer Flavor
Flav’s heart on Flavor ofLove and Flavor ofLove 2. In a sad, yet probably highly enter
taining twist of events for some, Tango stepped down from his position as New York’s
new boy toy citing her rude comments about meeting his mother as being not only unac
ceptable behavior, but coming from a person he would not want to pursue a relationship
with. Listening to the verbal diarrhea during the break up of the two, I found it intrigu
ing that throughout the show, New York wanted to make sure that her mother—who was
present and aided in her daughter’s decisions on which bachelor to send home each
week—not only liked the bachelors, but that the men were also respectful of her mom.
For New York to literally call Tango’s mother names that would be aired around the
globe is awful and hypocritical. So what can be learned from this situation? All of our
actions have consequences, one should think before speaking, and I need counseling for
watching these shows. Yet I can’t help but wonder what these people are really like when
all of the cameras are off.—Laura Bedrossian ’07

Tired of winning the Boston Marathon?
Join the Commentary staff instead!

Pick up your application today at Slavin G05!
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New glasses
not half full
by

Shannon Obey ’08

Commentary Editor

What is up with the new glasses in
Raymond Cafeteria? Please note that I
say glasses instead of cups because they
are indeed made out of glass instead of
the plastic that 1 normally associate with
a good sturdy cup. While others may be
applauding this straying away from the
familiar blue cups that seem to be
becoming obsolete, 1 frown at this new
addition.
There are several reasons I do not like
this change. The first is that you can now
see what you are drinking. A friend of
mine looked at this new cup with what 1
thought was Sprite or water and he seemed
nothing less than ecstatic that he could
finally see what he was drinking. At that
moment he noticed a black speck in his
beverage and all was lost. What happened
to ignorance being a bliss? I would much
prefer not seeing the black speck floating
amid my ice or the concentrated orange
mix at the bottom of my drink and just be
confident in my taste buds, seeing as they
haven’t done me wrong yet in the three
years I’ve been at Providence College.
Secondly, the new glasses do not hold
as much liquid as the blue cups . . .
believe me, I’ve tested them. The differ
ence isn’t by much, of course, but that
inch of liquid makes a big difference. Big

enough in fact that now, when forced to
use these new glasses, I have to haul
around two instead of the one blue cup
that I had gotten so used to and that had
seemed to me to be the perfect propor
tion.
This leads to my last point. These
glasses are, as I’ve already pointed out,
glass! While the blue cups might have the
rare crack in them, which could have
only happened from it being pelted at the
wall with the force and speed of a major
league pitcher, these glasses just need to
slide off your tray and they are forever
gone, not only limiting the amount of liq
uid the rest of the student body can con
sume, but also littering the floor with
shards of glass that can cut the feet of
innocent witnesses. Not only that, but
when glass breaks, the onlookers make a
much bigger deal out of it than they
would a cup falling to the ground; drop
ping one of these glasses would humiliate
whomever dropped it.
I urge you all, therefore, to stand by
the blue! Reject the new Ray glasses. The
next time the clear glasses are your only
option demand the blue plastic. Even bet
ter, we should all participate in a cam
puswide “no blue no drink” protest.
Who’s with me?

Phones come at high price
by

Shannon Obey ’08

Commentary Editor

CULTURE
A friend of mine got a new phone the
other day. It sparkles, swivels every which
way, has a keyboard, and has every feature
you could ever possibly need. It got me
thinking: The “new cell phone” no longer
is just for dialing up a tow truck when you
breakdown on the highway. No, it goes far
beyond that. The new cell phone is a cam
era, a computer, a TV, a movie theater, an
mp3 player, an alarm clock, a daily plan
ner, and many more things about which I
probably have no idea.
Up until last year I had, I believe, the
second Nokia ever made—I say second
because I had the first one ever made
before that—it had the game Snakes.
Unfortunately I was forced to upgrade
when I came to college because it didn’t
even have the capabilities to work one
state over. I recently had to upgrade again
because the “5” key had been overused.
This is my first phone with a camera of any
kind, which I still don’t understand
because the pictures are too small to enjoy
and I have a digital camera that does the
job just fine.
The only reason I can think of for
actually needing a camera phone is
when you see Peter Gallagher (Sandy
from The O.C.) at the Providence Place
Mall and want to..subtly take a picture.
But even then you are too flustered and
; star-struck to actually get the thing
working in time. When you finally do
and he is turning your way, your room
mate yanks you into a nearby store,
making the picture too blurry to be rec
ognizable but ensuring that you don’t
look like an idiot standing there with
your phone out staring at the poor bloke.
True story.
Even as you look around campus, you
don’t see students “exchange flirtatious
looks” as my professor put it, but instead
students are on their phones, completely
disconnected from the here and now and
the people they are physically with. I am
not going to lie, I am guilty of this very
same thing; however, there are times I
want to drop my phone into a vat of water
... on purpose this time, and wash my
hands of it, returning to a simpler time.
Do you remember the first “cell
phone” your parents had? For me it was

when I was 8 and this cell phone was
HUGE. I am talking bigger than the
house phone, and bulkier than five TV
remotes duct taped together. My mom
would try to fit it in her purse in case the
babysitter needed to get in touch, but it
simply would not fit. I find it funny that
when I was 8, cell phones were close to
monstrous and only for emergencies,
and now, the size of a quarter, they have
taken the place of house phones.
When my cousin went to PC quite some
time ago, no one had cell phones, and peo
ple actually used their room phones.
Freshman year, my roommates and I
bought a phone thinking we would use it
often . . . two years later I have no idea
where that phone is nor do I even know
what my room phone number would be.
Go further back and think about the
stories your parents told about the good
old days. Kids back then used the house
phone or walked to their friends’ houses
and knocked on the door. If they broke
down on the highway they had to use a
pay phone. Their parents had no way of
getting in touch with them and—shock
ing to today’s way of thinking where they
are putting chips in kids’ sneakers to
track them and make sure they don’t fall
pray to predators—they survived!
I also find it interesting when it comes
to cell phones that there is no general sur
geon’s warning on a cell phone like there
is on cigarette packs. When a cell phone
is attached to your head all the time your
brain is absorbing radiation. Radiation
leads to tumors. Tumors in your brain
equal brain cancer. It doesn’t seem like
rocket science and yet no one seems too
concerned with this fact.
I for one get nervous knowing I have
slept with my cell phone under my pil
low—directly under my head—for two
years, not only absorbing the vibrations
when my alarm goes off in the morning,
but also absorbing the radiation during
my eight hours of sleep.
Progress is great when it helps shorten
the time needed to get tasks done, but at
what price is this convenience being
paid? We are now facing grave danger
from global warming and a large part of
that is due to progress. Maybe it’s time
we started viewing new inventions as
unneeded, dangerous, and questionable.
Maybe it’s time we reverted back to a
simpler time. In the words of Henry
David Thoreau, “Our life is frittered
away by detail. Simplify, simplify.”
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Concert for a cause
Musicians take the McPhail’s Stage to raise money in support of the relief event in Darfur
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

McPhail’s may not typically be a hot spot
for global activists, but on Saturday night it
became a venue for awareness as it hosted
the Darfur Benefit Concert, co-sponsored
by Amnesty International
CAMPUS
and WDOM. For a donaFEATURE
tion of $3 to $5, students
could enjoy a night of wide
musical variety, increase their understand
ing of the situation in Sudan, and support
refugees in Darfur.
Whitney Henderson ’09, a member of
Amnesty International and president of the
Middle Eastern student association
(MESA), organized the event. She hoped
to raise $1,000, which would go to the
Save the Children Foundation. The organ
ization allows donors to designate specifi
cally where the money goes, and Amnesty
International plans to direct the money
toward refugee camps in Darfur.
Henderson’s primary goal, however, was
to raise awareness about the issues sur
rounding Sudan.
“It’s a well-known fact that our school is
apathetic, and I want people to leave the
concert encouraged and inspired to do
something,” Henderson said. “It’s sad that
so many people still don’t know what’s
going on.”
The money raised at the concert will
benefit those who have fled Darfur, but
Henderson also found a way to involve
students in helping to put an end to the
conflict. She contacted the Brown
University Darfur Action Network and
asked the group to set up a letter-writing
table at the concert. Students were able to
see the “Darfur Scorecards” of our con
gressmen, detailing their track records of
support (or lack thereof) for legislation
increasing aid and peacekeeping initiatives
in Darfur. Sample letters, paper, and
envelopes were provided so that students
could write letters to Congress before even
leaving the show.
The show began with a set by Joe
McCormack ’07. He played an acoustic
set of indie rock songs, all while sporting
his mustache grown for the sake of Darfur
awareness. As a program St. Joseph’s Hall,
McCormack suggested that his residents
grow out mustaches. These would allow
residents to inform those who questioned
them about their new facial hair about the
genocide in Darfur. After two months of
increasing awareness, McCormack shaved
his mustache after the show.
The next set featured Alex Donnelly
’09, who put on a high energy rock set,
complete with dancing and crazy stage
antics. His songs ranged from the silly and
slightly spastic “Drino’s Pumpkin” to the
energetic but thoughtful “Sympathy
Strings.”
“It’s a dream come true to be able to do

In Case You
Missed It...

MARY PELLETIER ’09/The Cowl

Alex Donnelly and the Upstairs—Donnelly ’09 (left), Pete Ryan ’09 (on drums), and Andy Buccaralli—jam out at the Darfur
Benefit Concert last Saturday.

this,” Donnelly said of performing, “but
the fact that it supports Darfur makes it
five times better.”
Next up was the band Commissariat of
Long Island, which overwhelmed the
crowd with an instrumental metal set.
After playing a set of several instrumen
tals, the group ended with a song that fea
tured vocals by singer Ariana Rebolini.
Not only was this Commissariat’s first
time playing at Providence College, but it
was also its first show together as a band.
Capitol Hill provided hip-hop flair for
the evening, mixing old school beats with
its own personalized lyrics. The group
drew a large crowd onto the floor dancing
by the end of its set. The final band, the
Biltmores, kept the crowd there with a
grunge rock set. The musical variety was
one of the most commendable features of
the night, with styles to suit every taste
played throughout the show.
“I think it’s nice that people can get
together in a fun atmosphere for a good
cause,” said concert attendant Lauren
DeVuono ’09. “The diversity of music was
great, and the information available helped
increase awareness.” Carlos Trujillo ’09
agreed and said he would like to see “more
events like this and the Hotel Rwanda
showing to increase awareness on cam
pus.”
For years, the Darfur region of Sudan
has been characterized by tension between
nomadic Arabs and black African farmers.
African rebel groups such as the Sudan
Liberation Army and the Justice and
Equality Movement claim that they face

Darfur Genocide Fact Box
Location: Darfur, in Western
Sudan (see map on the right)
Dates of conflict: July 2003 to
the present

Results: Estimated 400,000 dead
and two million displaced

Web sites: www.darfurgenocide.org, www.savedarfur.org,
www.genocideintervention.net

WWW.CSMONITOR.COM

oppression by the Sudanese government.
These rebel groups began attacking gov
ernment targets, and in retaliation, the gov
ernment began a campaign of military and
police activities in the Darfur region.
Also involved in the conflict is the Arab
Janjaweed militia, whose tactics consist of
raiding villages, slaughtering men, and
raping women. The Sudanese government
denies any connection with them, but evi
dence makes it clear that it has provided
monetary and military assistance to the
Janjaweed, targeting specific black African
ethnic groups.
In 2005, two years after the conflict

began, the U.S. Congress passed the
Darfur Peace and Accountability Act,
which declared the situation a genocide.
However, the violence has continued. To
date, 400,000 people have been killed and
two million have been made refugees,
forced to live in camps in surrounding
regions, particularly Chad. These refugees
are dependent on international organiza
tions and donors for food. The African
Union has sent in a peacekeeping force,
but it is struggling, and the United Nation’s
peacekeeping troops are not welcomed.

Rosie O’Donnell’s “Gay and Lesbian Family Cruise” will no longer be docking in
Bermuda because of fear of church groups protesting. In late February, O’Donnell
chartered an entire Norwegian cruiseliner, ruining hundreds of people’s summer
vacation plans. The charter company will replace a stop in Bermuda with two ports of
call in Florida. Despite the setback, the cruise is expected to be fully booked.
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Everybody loves Company
by

Annemarie Granstrand ’09
A&E Staff

B.M.O.C. Big Man on Campus. We all
know at least one, seen with a huge group of
friends at every bar, a new girl on his arm
every weekend, flashing a smile to everyone
and his brother in Ray
THEATER Cafe. But what happens
REVIEW when The Man graduates?
If his high-rolling bache
lor ways continue after college, he becomes
Robert, the main character of Providence
College’s presentation of Company.
Judging by the offensive yet fashionable
wardrobe of its characters, Company is set
in the 1970s in New York City. Although
the musical is centered on Robert, played
by Shane Quinn ’07, whose winning for
mula of charm, wit, and good humor
seemed second nature, the talented ensem
ble that makes up Robert’s best friends
provided most of the entertainment.
Imagine if the cast of Friends were
expanded to five couples, included singing
and dancing, and all the friends are going
crazy trying to marry off Joey.
Accompanied by a strong orchestra
down below, Company did not encourage
me to continuously check the program for
the number of songs left like most musi
cals do. Under the musical direction of
David Harper, Coordinator of Vocal
Studies, Stephen Sondheim’s work per
formed just as impressively under the
stage as it did on top of the stage.
The little dancing that occurred was
charming if not inventive. Within two mar
riage-promoting lines of lyric, the cast tran
sitioned from a formation similar to a rugby
scrum to moves harkening back to the chim
ney sweep in Mary Poppins. The choreogra
phy is not overdone, except for one extreme
ly “Broadway-esque” song that included
blinking lights, canes, and top-hats.
The casting of the players compliment
ed each of their talents. Alexandra “Kiki”
Tarkhan ’07’s delightfully exasperated
performance of a bride with psychotically
cold feet included a hysterical song that

featured about 17 reasons why her fiance
was too perfect for her all in one breath.
Her brilliant comedic timing was apparent
when delivering quirky lines about her
flawless husband such as, “He’d kiss me
and I’d think: My own, my very own Jew.”
Combining her strong voice with biting
sarcasm, Jill Naymie ’07 embodied the
wealthy woman of the Upper East Side on
her third marriage. Naymie’s character,
Joanne, could easily be pictured getting
tastefully wasted with Karen of Will &
Grace. In a scene where her husband
impressively performs dance moves only
seen at a “just us girls” night at Prime
Time, Joanne launches into a drunken
harangue against the prim and proper
stroller-pushing wives of her generation.
Certainly an endearing couple was Sarah
(Marie Putko ’10) and Hany (Kevin
Maclean ’08). I’m sure there are many
healthy marriages that support spouses’
efforts to remain sober or stick to a strict
diet but only a few that incorporate playful
displays of karate on the living room floor.
An adorable display of physical comedy,
Sarah masterfully takes down her husband
who is literally floored by her hidden talent.
The play focused mostly on the strug
gles of either being in a relationship or pin
ing for one. Quinn’s character, Robert, suf
fers from constantly focusing on the ques
tions of marriage. There are three possible
women that capture Robert’s attention
long enough to be considered as a potential
life partner. April (Becky Ryan ’07) is a
ditzy flight attendant who sincerely
believes Radio City was a place she could
live. Watching Ryan’s character with
Quinn’s was like watching your kinder
garten teacher get hit on by the biggest
player on campus as he contemplates com
mitment for one weekend at her heart’s
expense. The second girl who auditions for
Robert’s heart considers herself the “soul
of New York.” Marta, played by Danielle
Kramer ’07, calls 14th Street the center of
the universe and expounds on her ridicu
lous life philosophy. Robert begins to
worry he may have let the ‘right one’ go

COURTESY OF THE THEATER, DANCE, AND FILM DEPARTMENT

Please God, last thing I need is a child in
nine months: Becky Ryan ’07 and
Shane Quinn ’07 experience the ups and
downs of there being two sexes on this
planet in PC’s excellent rendition of the
1970 Broadway musical Company.

when he learns Kathy (Colleen Bums ’10),
the sweet Cape Cod-loving girl, is already
engaged to another man. Without deciding
on a position for or against marriage, the
play concludes with songs showcasing
Quinn’s voice, complimented by the rest of
the company.
Although most of the characters were
about 15 years older than I am, a good
number of the audience members around
me were about forty years older than I am.
Solely because of the house’s response, my
favorite scene was when the uptight moth
er (Nancy Anastadis ’08) is convinced by
Robert and her husband (John Michael
Mackeiwicz ’08) to smoke pot while their

kids are asleep. When Anastadis’ character
realized she was stoned and infectious
laughter ensued, I glanced at the aisle in
front of me. The same elderly couples who
was bragging about their theatrical grand
children in Company at intermission were
now exchanging knowing smiles and teas
ing pokes amid the raucous laughter that
filled the theater. Clearly, Company was a
unifying performance. This realistic depic
tion of relationships proves that those big
men on campus exist after college, perhaps
in the row in front of me in the Blackfriars
theater.

GRADE: A

A more mature Conor Oberst
In his new release, the 27-year-old indie rocker of Bright Eyes
demonstrates that wisdom comes with age
by

Mary Pelletier ’09
Photo Editor

Cassadaga
Bright Eyes
Saddle Creek
If there is one word to describe the
Conor Oberst of 2007, it is mature. Evident
in his smoother voice, more comforting
pitch, and all-around range, the new Bright
Eyes collaborative effort
ALBUM Cassadaga is a folkREVIEW indie gem. Definitely a
step in a different direc
tion than his last double release, 2006’s
Digital Ash in a Digital Urn, and I’m Wide
Awake, It’s Morning, Oberst and his
ensemble have progressed in numerous
ways on this collection of 13 stringinfused tracks.
Oberst’s seventh album is named for the
town of Cassadaga, Fla., which is known
for being home to a large population of
psychics and mediums. It is aptly titled, as
most of the tracks lend themselves to some
pretty spiritual and existential topics and
lyrics—departing from the anti-Bush feel
ings or angry lover’s angst of past releases.
If you find it hard to imagine a Conor
Oberst who is 27 years old, however,
Cassadaga is the album to get you out of
the Letting off the Happiness mindset—

that, or his newer, longer, Elliott Smithesque haircut.
Though the album is clearly different
from his previous efforts, there are still
definitive Bright Eyes traits that are recog
nizable. Right off the bat, “Clairaudients
(Kill or Be Killed)” begins with the spoken
words of a woman about the town of
Cassadaga, with a very eerie message,
much like the intro tracks in his previous
albums. The lyrics that follow set the stage
for a question he elaborates on for the rest
of the tracks: “Would you agree times have
changed?”
Guest appearances were expected and
Oberst does not disappoint. Although pre
vious cameos have included the impres
sive likes of Jim James (My Morning
Jacket), Feist, and Emmylou Harris,
Cassadaga is breeding ground for some
newer names. M. Ward, Sherri and Stacy
DuPreee, and Rachel Yamagata all con
tribute nicely to the harmonics.
The second track of the album, “Four
Winds,” was the first single released,
although the album version has a longer
introduction than the radio version. It has a
distinctly folk sound that is quite accessi
ble for listeners who may not be attuned to
some of the quirkier, brasher aspects of the
album. The album prominently features
strings throughout; therefore, despite some
of Oberst’s biting lyrics, the rhythm

SADDLE CREEK

remains upbeat and toe-tapping.
The lyrics on the remaining tracks are,
impressively, less whiny and more insight
ful than some of Oberst’s previous
attempts at being “deep.” “Cleanse Song”
is a short, melodic track that is reminiscent
of the songs that make up Lifted . . . Raw
lyrics paired with nice upbeat winds make
for a toe-tapping yet introspective tune that
leaves a smile on your face. “Classic Cars”
is a somewhat depressing-but-catchy tune
I could not stop playing from the moment

I heard it. “Lime Tree” ends the album on
a very mellow note, a calm reflection of
the unknown that the earlier tracks
address.
Older and wiser, Oberst and his ever
changing cast of backup characters have
ventured into some newer territory, but I
could not have expected anything lessafter all, he is almost 30.

GRADE: ADownload: “Classic Cars”, “Four Winds”
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Taste of the Town
with James McGehee ’08
A&E Editor
Ruth’s Chris Steak House
10 Memorial Blvd.
Providence, R.I. 02903
(401)272-2337

Readers, it’s been real. I write wrapped
in a blanket somewhere on lower campus,
hiding in fear that I will not only lose my
position as a Cowl editor but may also lose
something more after the next Cowl tribu
nal—my left arm (and thus the hand with
which I write), my eye, a leg. Please just
not my . . . What? You want to know the
grievous act I committed. I spent “way too
much” of The Cowl’s yearly allotment on
dinner for two at the classy Ruth’s Chris
Steak House, located on the first level of
the new GTECH Center across from
Providence Place Mall. If I do end up los
ing something, I can only say ... it was
worth it.
According to a September 24, 2006 arti
cle in the Providence Journal’s Business
section, entitled “Downtown Delicacy,”
writer Paul Grimaldi reported that a half
dozen or more restaurants had planned to
open in downtown Providence over the
next 18 months. Seven months later, how
many of these anticipated restaurants
besides Ruth’s Chris have opened I do not
know. Ruth’s Chris Steak House (which
opened in November) is a chain out of
New Orleans, but its being a chain does
not detract from the quality of the food or
the establishment itself.
“Right this way Mr. McGehee,” the
hostess said, directing me and my date to
our table. I must have been addressed as
“Mr. McGehee” at least 50 times during
my two-and-a-half hour dinner. The
atmosphere is formal but for the most part
relaxed. If you are able to get a window
seat, you will receive a beautiful view out
onto Waterplace Park and its WaterFire
festivities come the season. During warm
weather, the restaurant will offer outside
seating.
Before we ordered, our waitress, Jamie,
introduced the menu. It took her about five
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minutes and two breaths to give us this
broad overview. We had already mapped
out our meals beforehand, so perhaps this
was unnecessary, but Jamie sure knew her
stuff. I learned that the steak house only
uses the top 2 percent of cattle (although I
would have preferred top 1 percent), and
that the restaurant serves its steaks on
plates that have been heated in a 500degree oven for an hour so your steak
remains sizzling as you slowly savor every
bite.
The appetizers have a “Southern flare.”
You can try the sizzlin’ blue crab cakes
($19.95), the sauteed New Orleans style
barbecued shrimp ($12.95), or possibly
mushrooms stuffed with crabmeat
($11.95). Appetizers range in price from
$8.95 to $19.95. We ordered the delicious
(if not exquisite) coconut shrimp ($12.95)
to split for an appetizer.
I could not resist ordering Ruth’s Chop
Salad ($7.95), which includes chopped bits
of lettuce, spinach, red onion, green olives,
eggs, mushrooms, bacon, hearts of palm,
croutons, and bleu cheese, among other
ingredients. Once in a while I encountered
a bite that was too strong for my taste (who

knows what caused the potency), but at
most restaurants you won’t find a salad as
eclectic as this one.
No one goes to a steak house to eat
chicken. The menu of course offers alter
native options to steak, including chicken.
There are several seafood entrees, such as
Cold Water Lobster Tail at market price
and Ahi-Tuna Stack ($32.95)—rare tuna
stacked with crabmeat. My date ordered
the Veal Chop with Sweet Peppers and Hot
Peppers ($30.95). I could not tell you if it
was any good, but judging by the fact that
she refused to let me try even a little piece,
1 suppose it was. So what varieties of top
two percent cattle are there? You can
choose between the tender filet ($37.95),
the juicy ribeye ($42.95), or the “full-bod
ied” New York strip ($42.95), among a few
other cuts. Needing to save room for
dessert, I ordered the petite filet ($33.95)
instead of the filet. The menu allows a
diner to choose from several entree com
pliments for his or her steak. I chose to top
my filet with the au poivre sauce ($2.95), a
brandy and pepper sauce that added extra
flavor. You can add a whole lobster to that
steak if you so desire. I have had steak

before with lobster tail topping it, but I do
feel the surf and turf do not mix too well.
The menu at Ruth’s Chris is a la carte,
meaning you order the sides separately.
$45 for a steak and they don’t even give
you a potato on the side. We ordered two
sides: Sweet potato casserole ($8.50) and
fresh asparagus with hollandaise ($9.25).
The sweet potato casserole comes with a
pecan crust and is so sweet it could pass
for a dessert.
For dessert, we shared the caramelized
banana cream pie ($10.50). Beneath the
flaky crust is buried a treasure of white
chocolate banana custard.
Of course all this mouth-watering good
ness is enough to invalidate a college stu
dent’s debit card. One savings tip (because
I’m so thrifty): Do not let them pour any
water out of bottles for you. The wait staff
will probably not inform you they serve
tap water, but who wants to pay $9 a bottle
for water? You read correctly: $9 for a bot
tle that pours about three glasses of water.
I have made this same mistake many times
but did not learn until now. Tap water
tastes just as good, plus it gives you fluo
ride, which is really good for your teeth.
There are ways to not spend too much at
Ruth’s Chris. For instance, if you are a sen
ior, persuade your parents to take you here
following commencement.
I do recommend one significant change
in Ruth’s Chris Steak House. I would pre
fer if it would instead advertise its “top 2
percent” cattle as “98th percentile” cattle.
And here’s a bit of trivia for anyone who
wonders about the restaurant’s name and
the placement of the apostrophe. Someone
named Ruth founded Ruth’s Chris Steak
House but her full name is Ruth Fertel.
This explains why the apostrophe comes
after Ruth instead of Chris. Ruth Fertel
bought Chris Steak House in 1965 and
then established Ruth’s Chris Steak House.
GRADE: A
Source: The Providence Journal

In Memoriam: Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
1922-2007
God made mud.
God got lonesome.
So God said to some of the mud, “Sit
up!”
“See all I’ve made,” said God, “the
hills, the sea, the sky, the stars.”
And I was some of the mud that got
to sit up and look around.
Lucky me, lucky mud.
I, mud, sat up and saw what a nice
job God had done.
Nice going, God.

-From the “Books of Bokonon,”
in the novel Cat’s Cradle

by

Joe McCormack ’07
A&E Staff

This week has been filled with death.
Besides the overwhelming tragedy of the
mass shooting of more than 30 people at
Virginia Tech, two of my teachers passed
away. One, a generous lover of all people
and a selective defender of certain ideals,
died as suddenly as one can after a pro
longed battle with cancer. That is Dr.
Rodney Delasanta, Chaucerian scholar and
grandfather to more than just his seven
grand kids.

The other, about whom I write this arti
cle, is a lover of selective ideals and a
defender of all people. He died about as
prolonged a death as one can suffer after a
tragic misstep. That is Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.,
a brilliant author and a voice of his gener
ation. Vonnegut died last Wednesday,
April 11, at the age of 84, several weeks
after falling in his Manhattan apartment.
Vonnegut was the voice of hopeful disil
lusionment for many. His masterpiece,
Slaughterhouse V, was drawn from his
own experience as a prisoner of war in
Dresden, Germany, during World War II.
He saw 25,000 soldiers die when the Allies
came from the West to firebomb the city,
which had no military significance—to
send a message to the Russians coming to
Berlin from the East. He survived only
because his work detail placed him in an
underground meat locker.
His works never dumbed down the
complexity of life on this planet, but let its
paradoxes shine through his simple, yet
rich, journalistic prose style. For his novel
Cat s Cradle, he invented a religion that
probed the complexity of truths that are
also lies.
The fictional “Books of
Bokonon” thus begin: “All of the true
things that I am about to tell you are
shameless lies.”
Although spiritual paradoxes undergird
ed the universe that his novels inhabited,
his characters were never far from the rich
physical paradoxes that his science fiction
roots provided. Billy Pilgrim, in

Slaughterhouse V, becomes “un-stuck in
time”—he is chosen by fourth-dimension
al beings called Trafalmadorians to see
time as they do, as one event which can be
seen simultaneously from different times.
The Trafalmadorians have a tragic past but
live in the eternal present, choosing to
experience forever the idyllic moments of
their history.
Because he loved humanity, it hurt him
that humanity does not always love itself.
In an interview from the 1970s, Vonnegut
revealed the source of much of the bleak
ness of his novels: “I was a great believer
in truth—scientific truth. And then, as I
wrote once, truth was dropped on
Hiroshima ... That is when I lost my inno
cence, really.”
The world often ends at the close of a
Vonnegut novel, but never because of
some grand scheme to destroy it. It is
always as it is in Cat's Cradle, where petty
politicos commission some amoral genius
to invent a compound that can freeze all of
the Earth’s water at room temperature, and
the vanity and stupidity of another allows
it to. Or as it is in the Sirens of Titan,
where a vast interstellar war unfolds under
the design of a distant alien species, which
only wants to send a message through pat
terns in the carnage.
This should not come as a shock from
someone who watched the German troops,
left without alternatives due to the sheer
volume of the massacre, aim flamethrow
ers into the shells of houses to incinerate

the corpses of those buried under the ruins
of Dresden—all designed by the good
guys to make a petty political point.
Vonnegut wrote once: “And if I should
ever die, God forbid, I hope you will say,
‘Kurt is up in Heaven now.’ That is my
favorite joke.” Many of the personal eulo
gies you can find in blogs and AIM pro
files say “Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. is now un
stuck in time.” What is consistent is that
he always looked forward to the silent
sleep of death. Kurt, perhaps, is up in
Heaven now.
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Project SAVE.
Sexual Assault and
Violence Education
Providence College
April 22, 2007 to April 26, 2007
Sunday, April 22

5:00pm Cookout

East Campus Quad

10:30pm Project S.A.V.E. Mass

St Dominic Chapel

12:00am Midnight Mile

St. Dominic Courtyard

Monday, April 23
5:00pm Self-Defense Class
For Women:
For Men:

Peterson
Aquinas Lounge

8:00pm “The Yellow Dress”

Aquinas Lounge

Tuesday, April 24

7:00pm S.A.R.T. Open Forum
Aquinas Lounge
Sexual Assault Response Team
Wednesday, April 25
11:00am - 3:00pm Resource Fair

Slavin Lawn

Thursday, April 26
7:30pm Take Back the Night

Feinstein Courtyard

Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Women Will
and S.A.R.T. (Sexual Assault Response Team).
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An Honest Cover Letter (Note to Self: Do Not Send)
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
by Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff
549 River Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02918-0001
401.867.5309 (ask for Jenny)
To Whom It May Concern (Whoever You Are):
I recently learned of the opportunity to work as your faceless lackey at Such-and-Such Enterprises through one of the few job search engines that actually turned up
results for my hometown. (I would look elsewhere, but I cannot afford to move out of my parents’ house). Having Googled your Web site and glanced briefly at the pic
tures and bold words, I have a vague idea of what your company does, and I am confident that my clerical abilities far surpass those of the other 9,467 soon-to-be-college
graduates who will be applying for the same job, including those who have already worked for you as interns and those whose parents spend their Sundays playing tennis
with you.
As a senior English major and history minor, I have spent the last four years of my life cultivating my passion for great literature and its place in time. I have indulged
my mind by taking classes of genuine interest to me, carefully avoiding anything involving the words “economics,” “finance,” “business,” “marketing,” management,” or
“math.” (Please note the alliteration in the last sentence). In doing so, I have earned excellent grades which I believe attest to my ability to write one hell of a paper on
two hours of sleep and innumerable cups of coffee while simultaneously carrying on discussions with my roommates about cake, moustaches, and Charlie the Unicorn
(YouTube it).
I also have been extremely active in extracurricular activities and have excelled as a leader, though probably not in the sense that your Web site means when it says, in
bold font, “We’re looking for great leaders!” next to the picture of the man laughingly shaking hands with his co-worker over the cubical wall. (In fact, I have never worked
in a cubicle before.) I have spent countless hours planning and conducting meetings, most of which have involved pizza and none of which have involved long tables and
swivel chairs. Moreover, I have learned what it takes to be part of an effective team: Patience, enthusiasm, and a good sense of humor—particularly when a person stops
coming to a meeting or two, due to being recently dumped, and spends meetings arguing about who gets custody of the pet turtle they bought together instead of working
on kiosk posters.
In closing, I want to emphasize just how much I look forward to hearing from you regarding my application and a possible interview. Frankly, I am desperate for some
sort of affirmation from someone “on the inside,” to know that there is hope for me in the business world. I am grossly aware that my strengths pertain to nothing that
your company does—as far as I know, based on the seven minutes I spent on your Web site. I am further aware that my work experience most likely has not prepared me
substantially for the corporate environment. Although waiting tables for four years has taught me a thing or two about customer service (read: kissing up to people with
money), it has neglected to teach me the ways of the stock market or consumer trends in technology. However, I still assert that I am a great candidate for the job. I am
diligent, creative, and honest (just consider this cover letter, how many others like it have you received)?
I have enclosed my resume . Please read it, weigh your options, and maybe go out on a limb and call the kid whose first thought upon hearing the words “fiscal year”
is of a calendar featuring baby animals running around in a spring meadow (since “fiscal” sounds a lot like “frisky”). At least she was upfront about it. Thank you for
your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer E. McCafferty

The awkward way we ask for favors
Nicole Amaral ’10
Portfolio Staff

The morning sun cut an austere line
across the mahogany floor. The room was
furnished richly with couches so plush
they looked as though they might burst.
The carpet was a thick oriental
SHORT garden of deep blue, green, and
STORY burgundy that sat like an island
in the center of the room, with a
heavily carved coffee table rising up like
an ancient tree.
Livy stood at the edge of the carpet, a
figure of utmost awkwardness. She wore a
black knee-length skirt and an unflattering
maroon sweater with a string of imitation
pearls around her neck. It could have been
a nice outfit, but she wore it with an air that
made it clear she rarely dressed up.
Her feet screamed in pain from gawky
black heels, but she hesitated from sitting
down on one of the couches; it was heavi
ly laden with perfectly arranged pillows.
She desperately wanted to sit, but didn’t
know where to begin. So she simply stood
there, drawing lines in the suede with her
fingers and pressing her sore feet into the
springy carpet.
The butler told Livy that Ned would be
with her in a few moments, but glancing
down at her watch, she saw that it had in
fact been close to 40 minutes. She looked
at the grandeur around her and sighed, dis
missing it all as over-compensation from
her alcoholic uncle who got lucky on a lot
tery ticket.
What kind of rich man was named Ned
anyhow, she wondered? They had long
names like Edward William John
Hamilton the 3rd, not Ned Baxter. Despite
her reasons for being here, she still felt her
uncle had no business being rich.
After another 10 minutes, he walked
through the elegant archway, wearing an
embarrassing combination of Armani

slacks and a ratty plaid bathrobe. She sud
denly felt less self conscious, noting that
he looked as out of place here as she did.
He was a short man in his mid-50’s with a
prominent beer belly.
He was divorced from Livy’s aunt, and
was only related to her by this marriage
that no longer existed. But since striking it

Livy felt like she was
betraying her aunt by being
here, betraying her whole
family. They did not know
she was here, and if she did
get the money, she would
have to eventually explain
where it came from.

rich, he’d renewed acquaintances, or at
least tried to, with his ex-wife and her fam
ily. Livy suspected it was only to show off.
He had never been anyone’s favorite rel
ative. Even when he was sober, he was
arrogant, outspoken, and opinionated. He
would never admit he was wrong, even if
his point was absurd, he’d defend it to the
death. Aunt Kathy had a history of falling
for troubled men, so everyone hoped that
Ned would only last a couple months
before disappearing like the others. When
she married him, it was to the disdain of
the entire family. She balked at every inter
vention attempt. They’d been married a
year before his alcoholism finally drove
her away.
Uncle Ned vanished for the next two
years after the divorce. They thought he
was out of their lives for good until receiv
ing an invitation on heavy gold-colored
parchment paper for a housewarming party

given by Ned and his newfound riches.
They read in the newspaper about his
lucky lottery ticket. They tossed the invita
tion in the trash, waiting for him to squan
der his money on booze. They all vowed to
never talk to him again, as they did with all
Kathy’s discarded boyfriends.
Livy felt like she was betraying her aunt
by being here, betraying her whole family.
They did not know she was here, and if she
did get the money, she would have to even
tually explain where it came from. They’d
hate her for begging from this ex-relative.
“Olivia!” he shouted. “So you’ve grown
up!” He pulled her into an extravagant and
uncomfortable hug. “I have something for
you!” He thrust a pair of Gucci heels at
her, two sizes too small. “Thank you . . . ”
she said, making a mental note to sell them
on eBay.
“Sit! Sit!” Ned said, gesturing toward
the beautifully useless couches. She practi
cally had to jump to get on top of it and the
plentiful pillows threatened to push her
back off again. She tried not to look as
awkward as she felt, and stared back at her
uncle, who sat with no more ease than she
did.
“So tell me about yourself!” Ned said. “I
feel like I hardly know you anymore.”
Ignoring the fact that Ned had never
really known her, even when he and Aunt
Kathy had been married, she launched into
a general spiel about the family and then
school, hoping to slowly lead the conver
sation around to her reason for being here
without being too obvious. She wondered
if her uncle suspected anything, despite his
constant jovial grin.
“I can’t wait for college in the fall. ” she
began. “I’ve got some scholarships ... but
not nearly enough.” She waited for him to
respond, but he just continued staring and
smiling. She inhaled quickly. “Uncle Ned,
I need to borrow some money for college.
I know it’s a lot, but I can pay it back. I

work a lot. I don’t make much, but I have
no life, so.” she paused. “So....what do
you think ...” Still, he said nothing.
“Look, I can’t go to college unless I have
some help. Mom won’t take out loans for
me. My scholarships won’t even begin to
cover it. Please, I wouldn’t be asking
unless I was really desperate.”
She waited for him to explode at her, as
he had been known to do if anyone so
much as asked him for a quarter to pay a
parking meter. He grunted, shook his
head, and said, “Of course. How much?”
She was stunned. When the thought of
coming to him first occurred to her, it had
seemed easy. Her uncle had money to
spare, so of course he would give it to her,
she figured. But the more she thought
about it, and the more she thought about
who her uncle was, she could see him
refusing.

He’d never known her, never cared for
her. He’d been in their lives for only a lit
tle more than a year. She almost knew he’d
refuse her, after all the times her family
had snubbed his attempts at apology, even
before he had gotten rich. He took every
thing personally.
“Really?” Livy said, not even attempt
ing to hide the shock in her voice.
“Yeah,” he said, standing up. “I’ll make
it out to the school right now, and mail it.
Tell your parents you got a last minute
scholarship.” A certain sadness suddenly
took over his face.
“I’ll . . . I’ll tell them it was from you.
Of course I will.”
“Don’t bother. They’ll just think I’m
doing it for show. I don’t blame them.” He
reached into his pocket, and pulled out a
$20 bill. “Just do one thing for me.” He
placed the twenty into Livy’s hand. “Here,
go buy your aunt some flowers.” “No
problem.” She looked up at him, and he
smiled. It was the truest, warmest smile
she’d ever s(een.
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Poetry Corner

Pharmacy Bombing
by

Dan Meehan ’07

Portfolio Staff

A ride on the Ferris wheel courtesy of the mayor
by Alex

Donnelly ’09

Portfolio Staff

The swans are streaming through the city’s pond in straight lines
The river from it connects everybody’s house.
Some children are skipping on the cobblestone road
As the skateboarders show off their cool tricks on their halfpipes.

City history leads us to secret hidden catacombs.
But let me take you up to the next level of town.
Above the clouds it’s peaceful, and pelicans can serve us:
Like a general store with everything you needed.
The lines you find on this page are bars of a small prison cell;
The frustrated actor storms Britishly offstage.
Hey, why don’t we solve this? And give them all a nice gift?
Everyone gets a free ride! Everyone rides for free!

Downtown at the festival we recite beatitudes,
We ride our bikes down to town to make friends.
Violin in circles, playing for the masses.
Ducks play in the harbor, trucks run in the harbor.
Everyone gets a free ride, downtown on the Ferris wheel,
Courtesy of the mayor, what a fantastic man!
He’s doing all he can to make our neighborhoods safe;
Attics free of ghosts and basements dry and comfy.

Body lotion and lemons made me
scream in between a million
dollars of dirty thoughts materializing
before my sunken eyes, with the
glaze glaring godlessness of alcoholic
redemption songs of mercy, sticking
needles into the arms of contrition.

Floaters swirling like spaceships, abyss
calmed, sweaty salivation’s leg drippings
and pomegranate peg-leggers, fruit stands,
sea sickness in swamps, salted bootleggers,
cracked teeth, jelly jammed juries, hung
by shoe laces.

Like Rumplestiltzskin, a liar’s language
breach,
translated into document dogma;
straw into gold.
The scarecrow formula of golden honey pots
fuming DDT eggs scrambled like your brain
on drugs, the legal kind, the sunshine pharmasuetical
bombs fattening the pockets of lawmaker’s
daughters
and sons.

Finger paintings of dead little children being
strung along
by the whispers of change, light shining on
their graves,
joking on orange juice stands about 5 cent
Jazzy genocidal convent standing tall on the prayers
grass plagued
and 10 cent hymns, cashing in on holidays
hill, take a hike up in a holocaust bike, and and soaking
play cowboy
in a red meat bathtub of empty promise,
against your will, it takes a train to cry
confession optional.
cataract narrow
minds, pitted peach bombs deploring coinci Locked wishes and golden rings,
dental
oriole messages, diamond sinks,
murder track signs. Big spill dope spellers, bloody post-its, cardinal springs,
be not what
coffee seas, sugar sanctions,
the old man wants, a swinging gutter guillo clam baked boogeymen,
tine, Frenchman
chain-linked choices of
nose scratch, drink the blood of cocaine
a chained gang seminar,
haunts.
voicing opposition to the legion
of a pharmacy bombing religion.
Love hammers and bang nails, prolific hard
ware shops,
Sorry for the angry letter,
coasting ghost memoirs, inked illness and
it’s only natural to split hairs
radiation charm,
over burned banana peels and starving blues
melted glow on shipment docks, lost letters, songs.
prince toads
in cardboard box.

Tiffany&Earl

Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter ata time...
Dear Meg,
Oh, the clinger.
Before we tackle
this minor setback, I
ask that you think
about life from your
“friend’s” perspec
tive. Does he realize
that he is being
excessively clingy?
Is he unaware that all
you really want to do is have a good time,
and not be chained to him and his inces
sant stories? If he is oblivious then you
must approach this with the upmost care.
I firmly believe in talking things out.
Nothing ever comes of complaining to
your roommates or mother. So, I suggest
that you take your friend aside and explain
how you feel. My advice would be to
focus on his actions, and not your feelings.
Express that it seems like whenever you
go out together he will only talk to you.
Don’t bring up the fact that you want to
talk to other people or find him increasing
ly annoying—that could just lead to him
becoming more upset. Instead, focus on
his feelings, express how you want him to
feel comfortable when he’s out, with or
without you.
This, of course, may open up the flood
gates of emotion and he could begin to cry
and tell you his feelings for you. In this
case, unlike Earl who suggests you play
dead, I suggest you be sympathetic, but do
not hug—it just makes it harder for the
both of you. As he is crying, tell him that
while you value your friendship, you
could not see him as a boyfriend. Just be as
honest as possible.
If by some chance your friend knows
that he’s being clingy, and does not need
your sympathy, then tell him to stop being
such a creeper and explain you need some
space. No one can argue with that.

This Week . . .
take two steps back, please

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I’m really good friends with this guy but it seems like he wants more
than that. Everytime that we go out together he always seems to be
standing right next to me. I want to hang out with my friends and talk
to other guys without feeling obligated to spend the whole night talk
ing to him too. Should I even bother telling him that I am only inter
ested in him as a friend or continue to ignore the situation?
—Meglan Grishop

Once all the rain stops we promise that flowers will start to
grow. Leaves andflowers usually lead to Spring, which cre
ates love. We know you will need help with this.
Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear Meg,
I am deeply sorry
to hear that you are
coveted by EVERY
ONE! It must be
hard on you know
ing that you are the
object of everyone’s
desire. It is a curse
that I live with
everyday.
I will start by giving advice to your gen
tleman suitor, for it seems as though he is
in more need of it than you. Dude, every
one believes that they are capable of any
thing. I blame R. Kelly for telling me “If I
can see it, then I can do it, If I just believe
it, there’s nothing to it”. If God wanted us
to fly he would have given us wings, hence
Angels. Moral of the story, keep your feet
on the ground, your head out of the clouds
and pay attention to the signs. No one likes
a stalker...so Meg please stop calling me.
As for you, it just so happens that I
spend the majority of my time watching
Animal Planet as well as the Discovery
Channel. It is there that I have found the
best possible way to deal with this prob
lem. Solution: Play dead! If I have learned
anything from God’s creatures it is that
sometimes the best defense is inactivity.
The predators, sexual or otherwise, tend to
lose interest and move onto other prey.
Most of the time it is not about getting
food, it is the hunt. No one likes it when
they are given what they want, they feel
the need to earn it. Thus, if you play dead
every time he comes around then you will
be in the clear. However, I must warn you
that this is not a fool-proof plan. If the
Grizzly Man taught me anything, its that
Grizzly Bears are dangerous and trying to
live as one of them is just foolish.
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Do you have a response to an article from
this week’s issue of The Cowl? If so, send a
letter to the editor of 250 words or less to thecowl@providence.edu, or drop off your letter
to The Cowl office in Slavin, Room G05,
across from McPhail’s.

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM OUR
READERS!

Have an advertisement that you
want placed in The Cowl? Send
all ad requests to
cowlads@providence. edu.
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Poll Question
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What do you think about the raise
in PC’s tuition ?
H The price of college is
already too high, especially
for students who have to pay
for college themselves -52%

■ Raising the tuition seems
counterproductive to PC’s
goal of increasing socio
economic diversity -22%

□ It makes sense that the
College would increase
its tuition, as this is a trend
among colleges and
universities nationwide -14%

I □ The College needs to

increase the tuition to fund
student resources such as
the new athletic facility -11%

■ The spike in tuition
will help generate more
money for financial aid -1%

THIS WEEK:
How safe do you feel on campus after the events at
Virginia Tech?
1) I feel very safe; PC seems to be taking the appropriate measures.
2) I feel somewhat safe, just more aware of my surroundings.
3) I feel slightly unsafe; PC must start taking precautions in response.
4) I feel very unsafe; PC must take drastic actions to make sure events
like that do not happen here.
5) The events have not changed my feeling of safety on campus.

Vote on www.thecowl.com and find out the
results in next week’s issue t?/ The Cowl.
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“There goes this
week’s Cowl...”

Good thing we have
a Web site
www.TheCowl.com
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Ifyou could change your name,
what would you pick?

“Rex.”
Scott Syliva ’08

“Cardinal Humbert”
John Yodzis ’07

“Rev. Ken Sicard, O.P.”
Peter Cannon ’07

“Chuck Value.”
Brooke Charlesworth ’09

“Chuck Norris.”
Ryan Totolo ’ 10

Annice-Notanephew.
Annice Correia ’07

“Fernando.”
Ben Robbins ’09

“Mercedes Esperanza de Gomez Alonso Garcia.”
Athena Fokaidis ’09

Woodrow Wilson Driscoll.
Devin Driscoll ’08

“Anything but Maddox. What were my parents thinking?”

—Brangelina’s son Maddox Jolie-Pitt

www.people.com
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Mark Bundra

Christy Becker

Men’s Lacrosse
Senior—Winnetka, Ill.

Women’s Softball
Freshman—San Diego, Calif.

Bundra has now led the Friars in scoring for two
straight games. He had four points off two goals
and two assists in an 8-7 overtime win over VMI
on Saturday, April 14.

Becker batted .727 in two games this week. She
finished with a three-run home run, four RBIs,
and four runs scored.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 4/12
Women’s Softball at Harvard
Women’s Softball at Harvard

Postponed
Postponed

Friday, 4/13
Track at Mt. SAC Relays

Ind. Res

Saturday 4/14
Women’s Softball vs. Notre Dame
Women’s Softball vs. Notre Dame
Men’s Lacrosse at VMI

L, 10-1 (5 inn.)
W, 9-0 (5 inn.)
W, 8-7 (OT)

Sunday 4/15
Women’s Softball vs. DePaul
Women’s Softball vs. DePaul
Women’s Tennis vs. Sacred Heart

Postponed
Postponed
Postponed

Tuesday 4/17
Women’s Tennis at Rhode Island

Postponed

Wednesday 3/28
Women’s Softball vs. Rhode Island
Women’s Softball vs. Rhode Island
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Marist

W, 17-5
W, 9-1
W, 13-7

Thursday 4/19
Women’s Softball vs. Holy Cross

4:00 p.m.

Saturday 4/21
Men's Lacrosse at North Carolina
Women’s Softball vs. Rutgers
Women’s Softball vs. Rutgers
Women's Track at UConn Invitational

12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
TBA

Sunday 4/22
Women’s Softball vs. Villanova
Women’s Softball vs. Villanova

12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Tuesday 4/24
Women’s Softball vs. Harvard

4:00 p.m.

Wednseday 4/25
Women’s Softball vs. Yale
Women’s Softball vs. Yale

3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Standings
Men’s MAAC Lacrosse Standings (4/16)

Team

MAAC
w L

Siena
Canisius
Saint Joseph’s
Marist
Manhattan
Providence
Mount St. Mary’s
Wagner
VMI

4
4
4
3
2
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
5

Women’s Softball Big East Standings (4/16)

T

Overall
L
W

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
5
4
4
5
2
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
8
7
6
8
8
11
10

Team

Big East
w L

I

w

Overall
L

DePaul
Notre Dame
Louisville
USF
Rutgers
Seton Hall
Syracuse
Connecticut
Providence
St. John’s
Pittsburgh
Villanova

10
9
7
5
5
6
5
4
4
3
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27
20
24
33
16
10
15
15
15
11
16
17

7
14
17
19
21
26
26
17
15
28
27
18

0
1
1
3
3
6
7
7
8
9
9
7

T
0
0
0
'0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Track: Prepping for NCAAs

Update

Friars

continued from back page

4 recap of the week in Providence sports
Barney leaving men’s hoops program
Providence College announced that
freshman guard Jamal Barney (Baltimore,
MD) will not return to the team next sea
son. In 13 games with the Friars this year,
Barney scored 31 points for an average of
2.4 per game.
Head Coach Tim Welsh announced that
Barney made the decision because he
wants to be closer to home. This past sea
son, he did not play the second half of the
season so that he could be home with his
girlfriend for the birth of their child. Citing
these personal reasons, Barney will be
looking at schools closer to home that will
enable him to play basketball but remain
near his girlfriend and child. Among the
schools that Barney is considerirlg are
Towson State and Loyola Maryland.

The Cowl

“We’d certainly welcome him back [in
the future],” said Welsh, “But he wants to
be near home.”
Tennis rained out twice
Major League Baseball is not the only
sport losing games due to inclement
weather these days. The Tennis program at
Providence had home matches with Sacred
Heart on Sunday, April 15, and with Rhode
Island on Tuesday, April 17, rained out.
These were the last two scheduled matches
of the season. With the wind and rain real
ly whipping around here at Providence
College during the past week, the courts
have been in an unplayable conditions
throughout. As of yet, no makeup dates
have been announced for either match.

placed second in the 1,500 meters. Smith
completed this event in a time of 3:41.64,
had he run a full mile he would have fin
ished it in roughly four minutes.
Unfortunately, Smith missed first place by
nearly one second. This outstanding
accomplishment leaves Smith ranked
fourth nationally and second regionally in
this event.
Freshman Hayden McLaren also com
peted in the 1,500 meters. McLaren
clocked in at 3:45.67 to take ninth place.
His fast paced performance qualifies him
for the NCAAs. Junior Ahmed Haji and
sophomore Richard Yeates also gave solid
performances for the Friars. In addition,
sophomore Charles Dewey and senior
Nicholas Weidman acquired commendable
victories, winning 10th place in the 400
meters and 1,500 meters, respectively.
The three women runners at the meet all
had stand-out performances, despite
warmer than usual weather conditions.
“I expected the women to have slightly
faster times, however, unlike the men who
competed at night, the women ran in the

middle of the day and didn’t face ideal
conditions because it was a bit warmer
than preferred,” said Treacy.
Nevertheless, senior Meghan Owen fin
ished in 24th place in the 1,500s meter
with a time of 4:33.02. Freshman Krystal
Douglas and junior Michelle Childs placed
26th and 27th, in the 5,000 meters.
Both the men’s and women’s teams are
back in action on Saturday, April 21, at the
UConn Invitational. For Providence, this
is considered a relatively low key meet. At
UConn the team will work to get a few
more runners qualified for the Big East and
also condition more of their runners for the
important PENN Relays coming up on
April 27 and 28.
At this point in the season, six members
of the team have already qualified for the
Big East competition. Treacy expects that
three or four more runners will qualify for
the competition by the end of the season.
“Our goal is to have eight to 10 runners
qualify for regionals,” said Treacy.
If this goal is achieved, it will bring a
successful ending to an already notewor
thy season.

Softball: First win over Notre Dame, pumped for Nova
continued from back page

efforts, Maccio was named the Big East
Pitcher of the Week, the first time in two
seasons that a Friar has earned this award.
“She has been getting into the pitching
shape that we need her to be in as far as the
ability to go more and more innings,” said
Providence Head Coach Kerri Jacklets.
“She has great command over her pitches.”
In addition to Maccio’s honor, Becker
made the Big East Weekly Honor Roll for
the first time in her collegiate career.
The Friars defeat of the Notre Dame in
the second game was their first victory
ever over the Irish. They are now 1-26 alltime against their conference rival.

The team has a busy schedule this week,
should the weather hold up. On Thursday,
April 19, they will host Holy Cross in a
single game at 4:00 p.m., a make up for a
doubleheader originally booked for March
21. Then the Friars will host two double
headers this weekend, with Rutgers visit
ing on Saturday, April 21, followed by
Villanova on Sunday, April 22. Game
times on both days will be at 12:00 p.m.
and 2:00 p.m.
“Villanova and Rutgers we’re looking
forward to because they’ll determine
whether we’ll go to the Big East Toumaent
or not,” said Bartholomew. “1 think we
have a really good chance because of the
way we’ve been played and we’ve devel

Gold Medal

oped through the season. We’re just open
ing up and we’re ready to go.”
Providence will take a short break from
its busy schedule to take on some Ivy
Leaguers with games against Harvard and
Yale on Tuesday, April 24, and Wednesday,
April 25.
The team will travel to
Cambridge, Mass., to play one against the
Crimson and then host the Bulldogs for
two on Wednesday.
“We’re prepared,” said Jacklets.
“We’ve been prepared since preseason.
It’s been a matter of this team clicking and
really doing what they’ve set out to do. It
takes a little time to start meshing East
Tournament at Notre Dame May 9-13.
There are still many games left to be

played, however, and the team has shown
at times that its pitching and hitting can
beat some of the best teams in the confer
ence. The Friars proved their strength in
the second game against Notre Dame—
whom they handed its first loss—on
Saturday.
“The Notre Dame game—the win—is
going to provide a ton of confidence in
what their ability really is so we’re very
excited,” said Jacklets.
If the Friars can keep their bats going
and continue to receive strong mound per
formances from Maccio and the pitching
staff, they should be able to move up from
eighth place and make the post-season—
weather permitting.

Don’t Wait....Land
Your Summer Job
Now!

Since BAKERY 1912

Gold Medal Bakery, a commercial bakery
in Fall River, MA
is looking for college students!
Must be at least 18 years of age.
No experience necessary.
Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a fast-paced automated environment.
-Earn $14.55/hr after training
-$1.00/hr shift differential
-Opportunity to qualify for end of summer bonus (Average student bonus = $400)
-May be eligible for $1500 annual scholarship
-Opportunity to participate in Management Internship Program
-Pay rate increase for every year you return to Gold Medal Bakery
- Work only 3 days per week and get 4 days off!!
-Schedule includes 10 or 12 hour shifts, evenings and nights
Possibility of part-time work during school year.
Train part-time now to be ready for summer.
We will work around your school schedule.
To apply, e-mail gmbapp@goldmedalbakery.com
Or call 800-642-7566 ext. 799
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Welsh gives back to fans Home opener to be delayed
by

Mike Springer ’08
Sports Staff

Few understand and appreciate the
intensity and passion that fans bring to
every game the way Providence College
Men’s Basketball Head Coach Tim Welsh
does. To show their gratitude for the loy
alty and support of the fans throughout the
season, the men’s basketball team is organ
izing the first-ever Men’s Basketball Fan
Appreciation Night. The event will take
place on Thursday, April 26, from 7:00
p.m.-9:00 p.m. in McPhail’s.
“What makes college basketball differ
ent is the support of the fans, and our fans
really carried us over the top this year as
they gave us a ton of energy and confi
dence every time we stepped out onto the
floor,” said Coach Welsh “We just want to
use this event as an opportunity to thank
the fans for all their support and helping us
make the Dunk a tough place to play.”
Fans at the event will not be met with
the typical meet and greet session that
allows for little interaction between the
players and fans. Instead, fans will be able
to interact with the players personally, par
taking directly with the players in all the
fun and festivities that McPhail’s has to
offer. So if you ever had thoughts of play
ing Weyinmi Efejuku in a game of pool,
challenging Ray Hall to some ping-pong,
or hitting the dance floor with Jon Kale
and Geoff McDermott, next Thursday will
be your chance.
“I want fans to come in and meet the
players and help feel a connection with
them and what we are trying to establish
here,” Welsh said “The fans were a big

reason why we were able to win 16 games
at home, which is the most we’ve won at
the Dunk since 1991.”
A highlight video will also been shown
throughout the night, helping fans com
memorate some of the great moments from
this past season like Curry’s teardrop shot
that won the game against Cincinnati,
Efejuku’s three that sent the Bradley game
into overtime, and Hill’s monster dunk
against West Virginia that put an exclama
tion mark on Friar’s big win.
And for those who believe they epito
mize the definition of a true Friar
Fanatic—easily naming off the all-time
steals leader at PC, or the number of dou
ble-doubles Marvin Barnes had during his
senior season, or how many points Ryan
Gomes scored in his final game as a
Friar—there will be a Friars trivia contest
to test your Friar basketball ken.
Welsh hopes to see the event be held biannually, allowing the fans to welcome in
the new players at the beginning of the sea
son and then have the fans be thanked for
their strong support at the end of year, thus
building a strong connection between the
fans and the program.
“This is something that I would like to
do twice a year,” said Welsh “So that the
students not only feel connected with that
we are doing here but also know how
much we appreciate and commend them
for all of their support.”
So Friar Faithful, don your Friar Fanatic
shirts on Thursday, April 26, and enjoy
some free food, prizes, and give-aways
courtesy of the Friars, as the men’s basket
ball team shows you some love for your
passion and support this past season.

Lax: post-season hopes
continued from back page

kept its playoff pulse beating as it dominat
ed league foe, Marist, by a score of 13-7.
The Friars got off to a fast start against the
Red Foxes, as senior Mark Bundra scored
an unassisted goal just 38 seconds into the
game. Marist quickly answered with a goal
of its own, but the Friars immediately
regained control of the game and connect
ed on three unanswered goals from sopho
more, Bobby Labadini, senior Brendan
Ryan, and Senior Bennet Murphy.
Providence took a 4-2 lead into the second
quarter and immediately built upon its first
quarter success. Again, senior Mark
Bundra set the tone, netting his second
goal of the game at the outset of the second
period, seniors Henry Pynchion and
Brendan Ryan also added goals in the
quarter which gave the Friars

a commanding 7-4 halftime lead.
The second half continued to play out in
PC’s favor as the men in black and white
continued their offensive onslaught.
Providence tallied six goals in the final 30
minutes giving the Friars a 13-7 victory
over the Red Foxes of Marist. The loss
dropped Marist to 3-2 in the league and put
the Friars at the .500 mark in MAAC play
at 3-3. After starting 0-8, the Friars have
now ripped off three straight wins and
have positioned themselves to possibly
sneak into the MAAC tournament. They
are chasing both Marist and Manhatten,
but with the recent play of their seniors,
Providence seems primed for a post-sea
son run. The Friars will next play on the
road next on Saturday, April 21, against the
University of North Carolina.

JEW PREMIERE
TUESDAY, APRIL 24™
4:00-8:00pm
Class of 2009 Ring Premiere
FREE FOOD & FREE PRIZES
Black Jack, Craps, Roulette
and Texas Hold em

by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

Friar fans are going to have to wait a lit
tle longer than usual this year for the
team’s always-anticipated home opener.
The work on the Dunkin Donuts Center,
which is entering its second year, will
force the Providence College Men’s
Basketball Team to open its 2007-08 cam
paign on the road.
According to PC Athletic Director
Robert Driscoll, renovations will not be
completed in time for the Friars to host
exhibition games this November. The con
struction will also delay the first regular
season home game.
“It will affect one, possibly two, home
games,” Driscoll said. “The window we
have been given is Nov. 14 through 18.”
Until then, the Friars will be forced to
take their game on the road—a cruel place
for them last season, where they won just
two games away from the Dunk, at
Connecticut on January 27 and at South
Florida on February 28. As of rig.it now,
the team is scheduled to play some early
games at the Ryan Center at the University
of Rhode Island. Driscoll said he is not
overly concerned about the effect this
move might have on the team’s season.
“It’s harder for every team to win on the
road,” he said. “But the pre-season does
n’t go on the record. These games are
played to get used to the home arena. It’s
not critical. Once we’re in the Big East
[portion of the schedule], it’s much nicer to
be at home.”
The Friars do not open their conference
schedule at home often because of other
events that take place annually at the
Dunkin Donuts Center at the end of
December and the beginning of January,
such as an annual boat show and “Disney
on Ice.”
“We usually open with two Big East
games on the road,” said Driscoll. “This
year was the first time in 25 years that we
opened at home.
“Starting on the road puts us at a com

petitive disadvantage, especially when the
team wins 70 percent of its games at home.
But the center tries to jam in as much
activity as it can to raise money.”
The delay should be well worth the wait
for the fans, as they will be greeted by sev
eral visible changes. Last season, the most
notable improvement was the addition of
the videoboard over center court. This
year, the fans can expect more comprehen
sive renovations designed to make the
arena more visitor friendly.
These changes will be obvious the
moment fans arrive, with the entrance in a
new location next year. The new doors will
be to the right of the current entryway to
the area that was blocked off for construc
tion this winter. A second access point will
be added by the Westin Hotel and
Convention Center.
Inside, all of the visitor walkways are
being replaced, along with the concession
stands, shops, the restaurant, and rest
rooms. Ten luxury boxes are scheduled to
open in January 2008. These have already
been sold for the season. After this season,
the last phase in the renovation—replacing
all of the seats—is set to begin.
“We’re really replacing the guts of the
building this time,” said Driscoll. “The
seating is still going to be down, from
12,000 to 13,000 to about 10,200. It’s a
minor inconvenience.”
The players will also be rewarded for
starting their season on the road with new
locker rooms and a training area.
“The coaches have had their input and
they know the details,” Driscoll said.
“They’re very excited.”
If all goes as planned, the impact on the
team’s home schedule should be minimal.
Driscoll confirmed that bussing would be
provided to students for games at the Ryan
Center. The team is prepared to cope with
a longer delay, but that is not expected.
“We would have to schedule more
games at a different venue,” said Driscoll
about the possibility of a longer delay.
“But we have been assured that the work
will be done on time.”

Ti IE Bryant MBA Makes
Perfect Sense Right Now
For the right people, earning a Bryant
MBA right after college is a smart move.

With a Bryant MBA, you will know more about
business than most people your age.
You'll master the concepts and skills you
need to start a great career in business.
Learn from first-class faculty, and progress
with a select group of other bright,
ambitious people through a rigorous
curriculum tat combines the most current
theory with the best business practices.

You'll form strong business networks
with your fellow students and successful
Bryant alumni that will last a lifetime.
Earn a Bryant MBA in only one-year, and
jump-start your business career.

Take steps now to transform your life
IN JUST ONE YEAR WITH THE BRYANT MBA.
To LEARN MORE, ATTEND AN

INFORMATION SESSION:
April 26 or May 1 at

3 pm, at Bryant University

MAKE SURE YOU BRING YOUR
INVITATION AND POKER CHIP
TO THE EVENT

To register for an information
session, or schedule an
interview and tour, visit
www.bryant.edu/MBA,

or call 401- 232-6230.

THE BRYANT MBA
BRYANT UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 1150 DOUGLAS

PIKE
SMITHFIELD, RHODE ISLAND
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. . . But going to the Ryan Center will be worth the trip
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

Progress. For Providence College, this
word has been used to explain certain
inconveniences both on and off campus.
The lack of parking and the closure of
rooms in Peterson Rec
OPINION reation Center to make way
for the new athletic center
and the reduced seating
capacity for the Dunkin’ Donuts Center are
some of the challenges in the name of
progress. PC faces a new obstacle con
cerns the Dunk, as the Friars will be forced
to start the season elsewhere because of the
renovations taking place.
The Friars will play these games at rival
University of Rhode Island’s home court,
the Ryan Center, roughly 45 minutes away.
Such a move has become a hot topic lately
on talk radio and Internet message boards.
There certainly are drawbacks to play

ing at the Ryan Center. First, it is hostile
territory. Do we really want to see Jamine
“Greedy” Peterson’s Friar debut on URI’s
home court?
How many fans will take the trip to
Kingston? This is Rhode Island, and as
anyone who knows local culture will tell
you, many consider this distance burden
some and would be unlikely to make the
trip. Others who attend the game make the
trip from points farther than Providence.
The added time it would take to get to
Kingston may be a bit too much.
URI’s campus, in contrast to the Dunk,
is not surrounded by much by means of
restaurants and shopping centers. Many
make the Friars games part of their night,
which may include dinner Downtown or
shopping at the Providence Place Mall.
Again, this may turn many more away.
There are also many positives about
playing in Kingston. The Friars are already
slated to play against URI in their annual

battle for statewide supremacy in
December; two games at that location may
make that game a less intimidating experi
ence. They would be more adjusted to the
lighting, the rims, the backboards, and
locker rooms because of these two games.
These exhibition games may be used to
promote the team in the southern part of
the state, a place where many root for URI
and others are indifferent. Other college
teams use the exhibition season as a time
to widen fan bases by traveling to other
locations in their home states.
The only other option would be to play
on campus at Mullaney Gym at Alumni
Hall, the Friars’ home prior to the opening
of the Dunkin Donuts Center.
Such a location would be a novelty and
would provide the possibility of a “throw
back” promotion.

While, from a fan’s point of view, this
solution is ideal, this location is not practi
cal. There are currently more than 6,000
season ticket holders for the Friars. Their
package includes the exhibition games,
and if these were held in Alumni, it would
be impossible to accommodate all
accounts. This would result in thousands
of dollars in lost ticket revenue. Alumni
Hall also lacks the concession stands of the
Ryan Center. Clearly, the Ryan Center is
the most viable option.
The eventual benefits will far outweigh
the minor inconveniences . The “new”
Dunk, complete with luxury boxes, a new
video scoreboard, new seats, updated con
cessions, a wider concourse, and a large
gift shop should be completed for the 2009
season. Until then, we’ll just have to make
due with what we can.

Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to

cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our

best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff

What team or athlete has been the biggest surprise so far this spring?
—Kate Anderson ’08
The most surprising athlete this spring
The biggest surprise in Friar athletics so
has
been
senior catcher
Rachel far this spring has been the success of the
Bartholomew of the Providence College Providence College Tennis Team, particu
Women’s Softball Team. Just like she did larly the freshmen and sophomores.
during her junior campaign, Bartholomew' Though the team got off to a slow start, it
again leads the Friars in runs, hits, aver has come on strong of late to win three out
age, RBIs, homeruns, and slugging per of its last four matches.
centage. However, she does not only lead
What is especially impressive about the
her team in these categories; she also leads team is that only one of its regular starters,
most of the Big East conference. As of senior Kerry Schulz, is an upperclassman.
Wenesday, April 11, Rachel was second in The rest of the group is comprised of soph
the Big East in average, hitting .415, and omores—Meghan Gilroy and Ashley
leads the conference in both slugging per Rissolo—and some very talented fresh
centages, at .712, and RBIs with 31.
men—Dara Hawkins-Hodgson, Jen Cusack,
This year, Bartholomew’s strong eye Meghan O’Keefe, and Allison Cohen.
and keen sense of plate discipline have
The most notable win so far was a defin
helped improve her game, as she posts a itive 6-1 pounding at the University of
.461 OBP; which leads her team and is Hartford on March 27. There the team
second best in the Big East, an OBP that won all of the doubles matches and lost
would make Bill James and sabermetri only at first singles. The team built off this
cians everywhere proud.
momentum in subsequent 4-3 victories
The best feature of Bartholomew’s over Manhattan and Fairfield.
game has been her ability to hit for power.
Rissolo has built off her individual suc
Last season, she was tops among the Friars cess at first singles from last fall where she
with 15 home runs and she again leads the qualified for and competed in the ITA
team in homers, having blasted already Regionals in October, while Cohen has
seven in the young season.
played and won as high as second singles.
Bartholomew isn’t just an offensive
Despite q home loss to Connecticut on
minded player, as her play-calling behind April 11, the Friars are showing signs of
the plate has helped the Friars to a 3.55 steady improvement. Since the team is so
team ERA, 132 strikeouts, and four young, it should be in a good position to
shutouts, making her the most impressive continue its success into next year despite
Friar athlete this spring.
losing Schulz to graduation.
—Mike Springer ’08
—Erin Redihan ’08

YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for It
College expenses shuuM not be a roadblock fir ywir future. Slay
on trade, with an alternative loan firom Campos Door. Get up to
S25G.OOO to pay for college anti make no payments until 12
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Three straight wins keep PC alive in MAAC
by

Dan Ollquist ’10

Asst. Sports Editor

After an 0-8 start to the season, the
Providence College Men’s Lacrosse Team
seems to have found its groove and is
keeping its post-season hopes alive. After
winning with relative ease
against Wagner, a 12-6 vic
LACROSSE
tory on April 7, the Friars
engaged in a back-andforth battle with league opponent Virginia
Military Institute.
The Friars traveled to Virginia on
Saturday, April 14, and for the majority of
the game, VMI appeared to be the stronger
of the two teams. The Keydets jumped out
to a quick 2-0 lead and seemed to control
the pace of the game early. In the second
quarter, however, the Friars struck back,
hitting the back of the net three times while
shutting down the Keydet attack and hold
ing them scoreless. Leading the Friars in
the second quarter was senior Mark
Bundra, who scored once and assisted the
other two goals in the second frame.
“Mark (Bundra) has been the catalyst
for this team,” said Providence Head
Coach Chris Burdick of Bundra’s recent
play. “His determination and on-field abil
ity has been a great example for the rest of
the team and he has been able to keep
everyone focused on winning games.”
Unfortunately, the Friars could not
maintain the momentum they took going
into half-time and VMI dominated in the

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Junior Robert Lamontagne scored the gamewinning goal in overtime against
Virginia Military Institute and added a goal in the Friars’ 13-7 win over Marist.

third quarter. The Keydets outscored the
Friars 2-0 in the third and added a third
unanswered goal early in the fourth quarter
to push the VMI lead to 6-3. With its sea
son on the brink of a collapse, PC never
backed down. Freshman Jackson Fallon
ripped home a shot at the 11:57 mark in the

fourth quarter which sparked a Providence
rally. Following Fallon’s lead, seniors
Brendan Ryan and Mark Bundra each tal
lied goals and sophomore Bobby Labadini
notched a goal at the 7:28 mark to tie the
game at 6-6. Feeding off the Friars
momentum, junior Devin McBride scored

to put the Friars ahead for the first time
since the second quarter.
“At the 11:57 mark our season was over,
plain and simple,” said Burdick. “Instead
of sulking and hanging their heads, howev
er, this team continued to fight and because
of that they were able to climb back into
the game.”
Following the McBride goal, VMI net
ted the equalizer at the 2:07 mark, which
eventually sent the game into overtime.
The Friars wasted no time in the extra ses
sion as senior Thomas Wenskus won his
14th face-off of the day, leading to a quick
Friar attack.
Junior Robert Lamontagne immediately
took control of the ball and scored his sec
ond goal of the game, just 22 seconds into
overtime, to win the game for Providence.
“Robbie is our most athletic player,”
said Burdick. “He is easily our best shoton-the-run guy and because of that we
wanted the ball in his hands.
“We haven’t had guys making big plays
like that all year and it was nice to see
someone step up and come through in the
clutch like Robbie did.”
In addition to noting Lamontagne’s
clutch performance, Burdick also praised
the play of senior goalie Peter Littel.
“Pete made some unbelievable saves
late in the game. Without him there would
n’t have even been an overtime.”
On Wednesday, April 18, Providence
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Friar PC softball routs conference-leading Irish
Track
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

heads
WEST
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Staff

This past weekend as runners
from around the world flocked to
compete in the Boston Marathon,
the country’s top college track
runners met for the Mt.
Sac Relays on the
TRACK
West Coast.
Members of the
Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Outdoor Track Team
traveled to Walnut, Calif, on
Friday, April 13, and Saturday,
April 14, to compete at Mt. San
Antonio College. The Mt. Sac
Relay is a large event that hosts
the most distinguished runners.
“At a meet this size we were
facing the best athletes in the
country,” said Providence Head
Coach Ray Treacy. “Since the
Stanford meet three weeks ago
the team has seen some of the
best college track runners.”
Nine members of the outdoor
track team were present at the
competition, six from the men’s
team and three from the women’s
team. Strong performances from
all of these individuals allowed
the team to record more Big East
qualifying times and prepare for
important upcoming events.
Leading the pack for the men’s
squad was junior Max Smith who
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By now, it may be safe to say
that the Providence College
Women’s Softball Team’s (17-15,
4-8 Big East)
fiercest opponent
SOFTBALL is not another
team or even
itself. In-stead,
the team’s biggest rival has
proven to be the weather. So far,
the team has had 15 games either
postponed or cancelled due to
Mother Nature. This was a prob
lem once again last weekend
when a doubleheader at home
against DePaul on Sunday, April
15, was rained out.
“I think we’re fired up more,”
said senior Caroline Santilli
regarding how her team is affect
ed by missing so many games
because of the rain. “It makes us
want to take the field more.”
When the team finally got a
chance to place, it benefited from
strong offense. The Friars totaled
26 runs in a doubleheader against
the University of Rhode Island on
Wednesday, April 18.
PC got off to a strong start in
the first game, scoring three runs
in the opening frame off a home
run by sophomore Mary Rose
Sheehy. The team never looked
back from there.
The Friars went on to rout the
Rams 17-5 in five innings. Their
big inning was the third, where
they exploded for eight runs,
including Sheehy’s second threerun blast of the day.
Inconsistent defense led to five
more PC runs in the fourth, caus
ing the game to be called after
five innings.
Sophomore Jennifer Maccio

courtesy of sports info

Sophomore pitcher Jennifer Maccio was named the Big East
Pitcher of the Week—the first time in two years that a Friar has
earned this honor—following her shutout against Notre Dame.

pitched all five frames, allowing
only five runs in the win.
The offense arrived early in the
second game as well. The team
took advantage of shoddy Rhody
defense as freshmen Jenna Garcia
and Katelyn Revens both scored
off URI fielding miscues.
Garcia crossed the plate again
in the second when junior Sam
Pittman singled to left field.
The game ended after six
innings because Garcia’s two-run
home run in the bottom of the
fifth put the team up 9-1.
Senior pitcher Sara Surosky

was solid over four innings,
allowing just one run off one hit.
Sophomore Alisha Levin pitched
two shutout innings in relief.
On Saturday, April 14, the
Friars took on the Notre Dame
Fighting Irish in a twinbill. The
Friar bats took some time to wake
up, falling 10-1 in the first game
before coming back to shut out
the Irish 9-0 in the second game.
Notre Dame jumped out in
front early in the first game by
scoring three runs in the third off
an RBI double and a single. The
Friars answered in the bottom of

the frame with their only run.
Senior captain Katie Ross dou
bled and crossed the plate on
Garcia’s single.
The Fighting Irish put up three
more runs in the fourth and four
in the fifth when the game was
called. PC hurlers Surosky and
freshman Danielle Bertolette
combined to pitch five innings in
the loss.
“I told them that the 10-1 loss
didn’t feel that way because it
was a matter of us making mental
errors and mistakes ‘ that were
game-changing.”
Fortunately for the Friars, the
bats came alive early in the sec
ond contest. All nine Providence
runs came off three three-run
home runs. Senior Rachel
Bartholomew started things off in
the first with her eighth round
tripper of the season, driving in
Garcia and Pittman.
“Our bats picked up toward the
end of the first game,” said
Santilli. “And I think we carried
that on into the second and kept it
there.”
The second frame looked
much like the first for the Friars.
Sophomore Gina Rossi started
the rally when she reached on a
single to center. Bertolette was hit
by a pitch and was replaced on
the base paths by Santilli. This
time it was Garcia clubbing her
third homer to clear the bases.
In the fifth, PC took advantage
of the Fighting Irish’s control
problems, as they received two
walks. Freshman Christy Becker
ended the game with a home run.
Maccio was impressive in the
win, scattering just three hits in
the five inning blanking. For her
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